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Preface

This annotated bibliography of materials on the
Mexican-American is the result of a nine weeks summer
project suggested-by Dr. Jack Otis, Dean of the School
of Social Work and supported by the Graduate School of
The University of Texas at Austin. The School of Social
Work has become increasingly concerned over the need to
understand the quality of life of this large minority,
group.

The. MeutcanrtAmcbriczn pevillAtinn it Appenximately_
four and one-half million people, fifteen percent of the
population of the Southwest. Their daily lives are
subject to problems brought about by cultural conflict,
urban living, majority-mimarity group status, langVage
differences, ill health, restricted educational oppor-
tunities and poverty due to economic exploitation. In

terms of social disorganization, disruped family life,
mentrl and physical illness, crime and delinquency and
otivAr associated problems, the disastrous consequences
of ignoring the needs of'such-a large segment of our
population is evident.

The primary purpose of this project is to locate,
critically examine and annotate available literature
and films in the various fields of social.. science and
related disciplines which reflect on the Mexican-American-
experience. The resource material is coded in a simple
manner to help the reader identify social work courses
and sequences in which the material might best be

'

The scope ts necestarily limited. Some excellent
:;,-resgurceS ware excluded because of their Unavailability

.and Ahe lack of sufflOent time, Availability of resources
14' a cruical factor in the inclusion or exclusion of
content. 'Every effort possibteida52made taobtain_wide
representation of material. Materials relating' to the 4e
Mxican-American experience was requested from Dr. George.",00'
I. Sanchez, ProfessOr of Latin-American education at:Tte'4-

--------"-Yarborough provided copie=s of the hearings, on ihigraiory
labor legislation-and copies of the hearings on nutrition
and human needs. Other 'departments and individuals con-
tacted include the Department of Latin-American Studies at
The University-of Texas.; the Inter-Agency Committee on
Mexican-Amer itan Affairs; the Southwest Educational Develop-
ment Corporation; the San Antonio Light and the San Antonio
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Express; El. GI-Ito, pgbliShed in Berkeley, CalifOrnia;
Herman Gallegos of the Southwest Council of La Raiai
U.S. Representative Henry B. Gonzalez Of San Antonio;
Juan Lulan.of the Southwest Educational Development
Corporation; Willie Maldonado of the Mex ican-American
Unity Council in San Antonio, Texas; Chris Whitcraft,
reporter for the Austin-Aa6rican and many others. The
library resources of The University of Texas and its
personnel were of incalculable heip, in every respect.
The names and lists of books, journals, films, pOiod-
icals and relevant Materials were then located, read
and annotated. To all these individuals and others
not ,MentiOned, I want to express my heartfelt thanks.

To the Graduate School, without whose financial,
help this project would have been impossible, and tolk
Dean Jack Otis for his encouragement and guidance
throughout the nine weeks, I proffer special thanks.-



I ntroduct ton

Mexican-Americans of the Southwest
Some Basic M i sconept tons

E.G. Navarro..

The following, are some reflections based upon my work on the
annotated bii51-ography as wel 1 as personaPexperiences in GrOwin
q:"Mexlcan-Aiiierican. I bel ieve that there are two areas w lc
are central sources of problems. The first is historical in

nature, and the second has to do with the failure of American
social scientists to understand and accurately translate Mexican-
Amer i can 'cul t ure

I . H istor i cal Misconceptions
Akt-

Carey Mail 1 tams in his book North From Mexico (#12,p,208) states
that "three cultures, not two7R7cegfilW Supremacy in the
Southwest: .Anglo,.H1spano and Indian...Indians were a contiNered
race despised by Anglo Americans, Mexicans are related tcOndlans
by race and cuiture.,.Mexicans were consistently equated with
Indians by the race conscious Anglo AmericanS. The obvious but all
important factor i s that h i star i Cal y and geograph i cal 1 y the
Southwest was once a part of Mexico."

With regards to 'the struggle for the Texas territory he has this
to say: "With'the,Texas Revolution came the embittering, memor ies,
for the Texans, of the slaughter of Anglo Americans at the Alamo
and Gol tad; and for the Mexicans, of the 'humiltat ing rout and
massacre at San Jacinto. Prior bitternesses were now intensified
a thousandfold,..,.murder was matched- with murder; raids by
Texans were countered by raids from Mexico.; Since a peace treety
was never negotiated, no boundaries could be f fixed'-, ince 1837'
they ('the TeROTMOxitans)- have been preyed upon by- theieHOWn

today. The last sentence still holds true today, 132 years later,
but the preying upon has taken the fora of economic exploitation,.

c countrymen as Well as by ours,"

This statement has many implications for the MeXican-American of

---The7Moredamaging aspect ,to.---ttrt- prrobieni however, Is that the' -7
events of this, period of history are taught in the elementary
school s of Texas, as Paul ine Xibbe says in her Wok Latin Americans
in ,Texas (WI p 214) "with a bias that :46Utd not fail to,14nerate

-r-----r,----prejvcxeem--aga.tn-st7,tlextc-oantrMeXt'CaWl"---ah-drfli rg-hta-ddrmorruob=----"
Americant.

The way this-period of history is taught in the schools leaves the
Mexican-American child psychologically prostrated and defense1044
and on the other hand provides the Anglo child a beginning point
upon which to base negative attitudes towards his Mextcan-American
peer, The result is that one side is completely good and the
other completely bad.
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The historical account's, furthermore,. fail to Itiffe&ifiiate, as
..does McWilliams in this 'Particular statement, that the defender
of the Alamo were defending the Meixan flag. These defenders.
included Mexican-Americans for Spanishspeaking Texans) as well as
An0o-Texans, They were, according to well documented accounts,
fighting for the Mexican Constitution of 1824 against Sahta Anna's
djctatorshp., See Walter Lord's, A Time to Stand 08).-SIMON!) 1" MIMS

frank X, Tolbert, in his book The pa of San JAinto (#2601.35),
points out the following: "In 1B'35 a-ConstWatldhiricf Texts leaders
was held, and in November of that year the Contultation issue&
a declaration that the province "would defend with arms the rub'
lican principles of the Constitution of 1:824 against the centraljZ-
!rig enrokaments of Santa Anna."

iThiS same author points out Santa Anna's motivatiOn', or at least
part of the motivation, for coming to Texas. He states tP.401.__
"Santa Anna considered De ZavaIa;§ne of the main instigators of
the Texas disturbances of late "lo, the dictator Seta word to
the tOonists that he would not eme into Texas at the head of a
punitive force if he were sent the head of the "traitor, Don
Lorenzo de Zavalp," "If 1 knew my death would: assure the liberai-
tic:in of Texas," said-De Zavala in a speech to other Texas leaders,
"f:Niguld not live another hour, Yet, I am certain it Is not myself
alone'," but my republican views that the tyrant, Santa Anna desires,
to 404" be-Zavala had been one of the founders of the MeKj.caa
republic and became Vice President of the Republic of Texas,
-Pauline Kibbe in' Latin Americans of Texas (#7,, p.32), describes
other Mexican-Texg7FaTe7177"The :Texas RevOlution.

t t,

has been taught in the public sthools is psychologically damaging
to the child of Mexican ancestry, He needs his heroes too, and

III

-i;

he needs .0 feeka_part of the country and' to ,know that. his

most diAtinguished historians Texas has produced, had this to say
contribute to this problem. Walter Prescott Webb, one of the

ancestors.:

It may seem surprising. that institutions of higher learning also

,

-IIancestors struggled as much for this, land as the Anglo, Chlidrens.

-atxxit-th-ef-Ptexicans in his 1935 'book The Texasilang,rsj#28,p,14):
Nithout dispatagemeht, it may be tan-1E-77116re uS-a true! Streak
in the Mexican nature.41r so the history of Texas would lead one
to believe.. This crueify may be a_herilageLlcom_the_Spani.sb_oLthe____
Iftqats+t-in7-1-t-mayT-arrd---do-ub tte-s 5- -stiidr-be- IttrIbbted-WeilW
the Indian blood ....The Mexican warrior was, on the whole, inferior
to the Comanche and wholly unequal to Texan's. The whine of the
leaden slugs stirred in him an irrestible impulSe,to travel with,
Other than against, the-music. He won more victories Over the
Texans partly by parley than by force of arms. For making promises.
and for breaking them he had no peer,"

The point that 1 want to emphasize is that the way Texas history
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This same author in another book%The Great Plains (#2903.126)

refers to the Spanish frontier and how the Spaniards had to

depend more andomore on the,Indian population and On the mixture

(miscegenation) that resul*gi from the mingling of Spanish blood

with that of the Indians. "Thts mixture of races meant in tirrie

that the common soldiers in the Spanish services came largely from

pueblo or sedentary Indian stock, whose blood, when compared

with that of the Plains Indians was as ditch water."

P7

The Other historical element that affects the Mexican-Amerjgan

individual is the exclesion from history of the Spanish-MOCican':

heritage of the Southwest. Carey McWilliams in Northfrom

,, Mexico (#12, p.133-157) elaborates on the contrigiranS made by

this ahnic group. He statO, "By -a curious cultural transmu-

tation, Anglo Americans have-lOng clatMed credit far the origin

and development of the cattle industry. No folk hero in American

life has enjoyed anything like the popularityof the American,cowboy.

Each week millions of Americans see "Western" films to see coOOPYs

tilde, rope and shoot on the-screen. Yet with theexception of',:thq

capital provided to expOthe industry, therelkpms to have been

nothing the American rancher or -cowboy contributed to the develop-

ment of cattle. raising the Southwest."

Gregatio Vittalobos shipped the first cattle to the new world

from .'tho herds in Mexico developed and were later

driven to the Southwest.

Irrigated farming,.,water laws and property laws are orSpanish

origin. There was little4Anglo Saxon law or institutions that

. were applicable in the semi-arid-environment of the Southwest.

40cWilliams (#12,Rei57) discusses thhistorical and present impli-

Cations of these,contributions to the Southwest. In like manner

he elaborates on the ancient mining culture of Spain which fused

with elements of Aztec metallurgy to form a highly developed

mining technology. The sheep industry is al so of Spanish ortgtm

from which developed the extensive lore about sheep and evolved

the trashumante system under whirCh the rights and privileges of

sheepmen were minutely regulated, defined and safeguarded: Accord-

ing to McWilliams (#12,p,144) its counterpart is four iil today in

the various "sheepmens associ at ions" in the Southwest. Wool

weaving by the Indians of the Southwest is also of-Spanish-origin.

1. Stereotypes: Misconceptions of Mexican-Americans

to exist for its emergence and persistencend it plaYs'a

function for those practicing it.
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Simmon-s1 stud-y "The Mutural Images and ;Expectat ions of
Anglo Americans and Mexican-Airiericans," in Minorities in A
Chanci_ing.World(#25,p.29-3),'utes..Gordon Allports den/MT-On
of stereoriFIFg . "Stereotypin474s,- an. exOgerated bel tef
:associated with a category, and itsfunction is to Justify
con4Uct in relation, to that category,"
-4*
1:11 this stud SimmOns notes the ex i steride of a dual moral i ty in
the notions Anglos held of Mexican-Americans. On the one hand,
.MexicanfAmericans should be accorded futl acceptance and equal
status in the larger....sotiety,and on the'-.6ther hand there exists,
the contradictory as.iiiiiptionthat Mexicat*,tArnericans are inferiors.

. To the Anglo there. is,-..ashicth'type" of .MexiCan -Amer i can ch0,0c-
teri zed by occupational ichieVement, wealth, and command Of Ogib

--- -American ways. The author fOUnd:'much-evidenceTilowever, that
the 'typical 'Mex can-Amer I can ts Characterized as indolent,,
improvident, unclean and immoral, ,,ThOe,;:ris no doubt that there

are Individuals in every ethnic group that fall within these-

'characterizations. The author pointS-Out, however,, that adherence

to a .nurqber of these stereotyped beliefs justified practice-s of 4.1

exclustOR and se.tbordination tn the community he .stud 'Ledo,

The Crucial.point that is usually overlooked. ti. that the stereo.
typing Is also functional for the victim'. Since:Anglos are
dominant in soclety and monopolize its accomplishinentt and re

. wards , their belief that Ilex I can 'Amer' cans are inferior is a1 so
a elief that is eventually accepted by the Mexican-American.
The rewards of accepting. the inferior tole are that the Mexican-
American is freed of full responsibil, 1 ty- for himsei f He does
not have to suffer the anxieties and frustrations of struggling
for success and the perpetuation of power,:. .Materially and
physically, this has negative consequences for th.ezvittims., for
the relnronlit,:nriti,_.for_thek,AcInwar _group who practA:cestereot yp

Social scientistS,., in their -efforts to analyze differenqs,-,:in
culture and-value,, have supported the stereotyping proid4'and
have developed many inadequate generalizations that are passed
on from "scientist' to "'scientist" without examination or attempt
at anal ysis.

In her book 'Mexican American. Youth 06, Chapters -2-31 Heller notes
that few Mexican-AMeFrFIFETmet stress higher educat ion or intel-

,...u.G.t.i.41444-41.r.t.3..Apck.,:int4-ra614.teit$415-i4eiiittci....the=ran.tie.f_..-___.
thal7h.fitigr 'edu-alron'TMegeArt,7000thiegairicIairWTnaynot
result in achievement but rather may leadto frustration and hum i -

at ion.. She sees this lack of emphasis upon "making, good" as being

-Consistent with the themes of fatalism and,:resignation that run
through Mex can -Amer I can .cul tur'' Madsf:in exp la ins in .f,1 is book
Mexican-Americans of South Texas: (#9)that,the concept-of fatal ism
117sEFOniri`TTErwiTh the MeiTrran,4merica4';:concept of time
Since God, rather than man, s.:.seen- as controlling 'event S Meg i can -

Americans lack the future orientationof the Anglo and his passion.

,

7

'

'S
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for pianninahead. tn like oahner, orient*ion of the Anglo
and attitudes towards work ans&towards change and towards depen-
dency are explained. Accordtng to thesesoOltentists, culture.'
determines everything: The culture ofot*Mexitan-American is
against work, it is against achievement, agpinst'ed0Cation and
against the rewards of industriousness. .,Itiere is lit;tle or no
attempt to individualize or to infer the posSibilityTof the
presence of other internal or external Jorces'operating to
explain behavior. It all falls under the umbretla-of culture

. and precious little of it is positive and some levicious.

Madsen (#9,p.20) has this to say about the Conceptof machismo as'
it applies to the Mexican-AmericaSeductlonit pdof
of manlines. He (the Mexitcan-Ameti:can) rebards:0400tioCA
as a pleaAyrable thgtitutitWbuttOWY0PCTri,,,wkidiT_Wcan-prove
his s'macHTSMou except, in arCendurcOnteit.' The 664 thing
he proves by hiring.:a, prosttt44:17Shis financial bilitys;Ois
procedure doet'nqt:Call,for theTritelligente,strategy aneknOw-
ledge needed togeducelaIreTuttantfemale-: The true man must
demonstratenotToWly-ti*PhiOcatess. but al*O.hisljower to
lutewomen4itnto"Sekubi adVentures::.PrOtecting thOpurityof
woman-is no easy task An a com.nunity filled with males stalking

.

kIhelt preys's* .

Naomi Harward in M6eitan-....Americans in Arizona (#5,1).9).discu ses
the IoNxicam4mettaiii75itItude toward dependency: 'One of the
main .Mexican-AmertcaeattlIOdes towarAependenty, which was
djscussed most¼frequentlyin the literiture, was tts relationship

o'Htgiithe male egOACcording to most studies, the Mex.ican-AMerican
did not appear as threatened by being fin'anttaliy,dependent

ths%theAnglo American male4WIt was suggested the Mexican male
ego attained sufficientCaUtTet through4010*npl Oph4Ajons
of his machismo in various physical forMg'. anOat,sodia00.0)ts4
This concept OfimahlineuOemingly permitted the F10141:4Morlcao
male t6 financj0-aid and4Odance from an outsT4'source,
such a'Sa. welfare 61000 or trainvgptam, without seriously
damaging his self- image. Althoughtki0exlcan,-American concept
of maleness might assist him in acceOtinl.welfare, it-was reported
detrimental to the economic advancement:P(5f young Mexican-Americans
since lack of attendance at4ichool was often considered evidence
of the youth! masculinity and;somethtng'whifch was Ocootiged by
his father tether than diSapprOved. Heller reported thaeWexican-
Amertcan boys often complained they received little, If any,
:encouragement, from thel.r.lather2troniliiiiiilingt:14ej-r---:=1,40,,e0gArt.-ot:T.

.

1

1

1

One finds then, that the-concept of, "Machismo" ip utilized in'
these examples to argue that Mexican-Americans 'a?e against Ouca-
tion; furthermore, it provides the rationale for the Mexican-
American,male to become dependent because !gmadhismo" bolsters
his 'ego iiirVallows him to be comfortable about accepting his
dependency'A

,

. G . e, * .'4:'ic

"
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1:- The: use of cultural constructs such as fatalism concepts of,time,

.,.
attitOWtowards dependency, machismo, and traditionalism

serve to misinterpret_the group characteristics of the Mexican-

American. In most instances these are used to,compare the status

,, ,, of the minority group with that of the majority and consequently
the negative values are ascribed to the "noktonforming", minority.
The result is one of negative validation which. serves essentially
the same purpose as the stereotyping process:

These relationships can be seen largely as role playing in which
the expectation of each group are somewhat distorted. These,

distortions and myths are perpetuated by the complex inteOctions
of One group with the other, with atti:tudes that develop ithe
school settings where the two groups come into more intimate.

contact. One can see how ,the social scientist in the process of
attemptifloglyze and explain falls much into the same practice
of comiliktpientalizing the individual and, in a way, dehumaniiiiii
him. The effect of this is that the victim's levels of asOriation
and:motivatI6WareAowered and thiiIrCibrn supports the, retional-

-.AL_.,,

JiiiflOns' of stereotyping.
" . , 'r , ; .

Ln_summary, these twO major areas, the historttal misconcep0511. ...
...... .

and,:trW misconceptions brought about by sterecityOng arelWated,
ancrOe.latter may well be 0 product of the formeione. intimately,
atr.winners in social and rational' aspects stereotype the losers as

.,.: inferiors. Institutions develop which establish and maintain
,-; .the newlquired status of inferiority, and control over educa-

tion andAI*nats media persuasively disseminate appropriate
--stereotypes foetheexplOiters and vidtiM*atike. But a new'
struggle Is in the making whenjhe victim*MO longer accepts the
rules of the game. Will a nevinderstandIng and accoMmadation,

Omerg6-'-or_a new tragedy?

.33, 00.0.3'



Annotated Bibliography

Mexican4mericans

Keyto symbols -- The letters,found in parenalesis
av"the-end of each entry indiikes the area df'the
social work curriculum for wheth this material
apWars suited. Wherever material is applicable
to mare than one area, this is indicated by multiple
symbols.

(A) *=ministtati4g
(G) toll areas
(Grp)-Group
(i) - Individual Dynamics
(Op)-. Orgahization.and Plannihog

.(R) - Research
(c04, wt.; vv-cru-3- ,

1, fogit;- Walter., ,Mexican-Americad4in 'Southwest laborgt.iarkets,
iniver;sity'of'Californi7757Los'AngeletMexiCailWIFFIcan
Study,0roject,_Advance Report .No104 Los
Univeri,ityOfI) icOrnia at Los Angeles, Graduate Sh.061,-,,
of Business biviSion of Research, 1967.-',-
Z22p.

This study;,pf-ovfdet a comprehensfve_vew of the Mexican-
American 10urbaiMaborimarkets of the S'OUthwesterh region
of the United States based on data provided br:.!.the 19607

Celilus of POpulation. The gotals, scope ari:ablitir
ITUFs777TE6 stUdy are explained in the ;first chapter.
Chapten-two, three, foui0five and six are descriptive
of-central tendency measures of income, -major -occupa.-
tions, unerkpToyment rates, and rate of labor force
participattori'and migration. Each chapter contains
tables, evaluative comments, ,a summary and chapter notes .

and references. Chapters seven, eight ,and nine are
more analytical in content and cover respectively varia-
tions In MexIcan--AmerIcari employment repres,oritatith among
Americans in Aifferent jobs and relationships betv.ieeh,
Mexican-Americans and Negroes. The last chapter.offets
_a summary of the findings of the study and observes areas,
of continuing difficulty for the Ploxican-Americans.

The study is ideal for students of soci=al work research
in that it offers a Vartaty-of area-S- that-need to be
.explored more intensively. G) ('R)

2. GonzalezOaticie L,,The tioLMexicol
A Distinctive Her7Trage Univers ty of Callfbrnia-at
Ebi7FiggriT.714017can-A4lerican Study Project, AdvanCe
Reporo.g,AOSAngeles: University of California
at LS Angeles,: Graduate Schoo/ of Business Administra-
tion Division of Research,. 1967. 1-49p,

The author anal literature reiated,to the
earliast:Spanish settlers in the-4eographical!atea of
what is now the Sta,t7e,of'New:MeXlCO and addreSses herself-,
to the issue of dUtinoliveneWof- the Spanish Americans
of New Mexico in relatfbn.te the Mexican-Americans of the

-41- - .,e1 to
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Southwest. She traces the effects of conquestAomi-
mi0on'by a foreign culture, modernization andelhally
industrialization upon thi,S group and its Spanish
heritage. Historical events and conditions give a
fundamental base to the total socio-cultural system of
the Spanish Americans and helps the students of ethno
graphy to undeOtand the_processe§,of change and the pro-
cesset of adaptor ion to change.'Ihe emergency of contem-
porary problems are seen in histOrical pertpective as
the author expertly describes and analyses :lithe basic
sources of social and d-cultural conflicts. 4r

The excellent converage'ofleguage factors, race,
culture, the. social systemagwpf Change _and the
effettt Or mokeiAhltstudy of prime
importance to students of individUardynamics, social

problems and social welfare poliA 'To students of
rcommunity structure and prOcetthis study providet
An excellehlvIew of verti-cold-horizontadimensions
in terms of'04,influe4et oreime, cultures systems
and sybsysteMand a Way of describing regional and
commuhltY 1:47.01em$.. (G) (I) (SP),

3. Grebier, Leo, They S6h6olincl, Ga :Si ns..of Progress,,liniversity
of Califaill'a WLotk4nge,es, ,xjTan-American study

7' Project, Advance R4Pkt #7, LoS"A"ngeles:Unimersgy of
California at Los AnOWes, Graduate,,.School of4YtInest
Admlnistrat ion, Division of Research, 1967. 34p.

7this is a statistical onalysit-of.the Mexican-Ameri-
Can$ level:of formal schooling. ft:attempts to assess th
.magnitude of the schooling gap between the 1010xican-
Amerj:cans, the Anglo and the non-whites. Tfie:_seVen
chapters.. -and the summary analyze the schooli*record of
the adWpopula0on, signs of PrqgrOs., alX0jOment of
Specifielevelt.of education, metropolitan. aif;ebi'ln 1960
and educational Offerer2ces between native and foreign
born Spanish-surnameAir6410.-

The study ought;f0:.present-chafteilgind39uestions pf-
modes and dimensions4f--interventiVe-ef060 needed to
copAat such a problem to social)*ik ttOdents of community
processes and structure as wt11:as to provide proposttions
for more intent-hie-analysis to satial work students of
research. (G) (R)

4. Grebler, Leo, Mexican,Immi ration-tOZtWUnited States. The
.Record an i r iirr47) JaW a

Angera% Prolict,' Advance
Report #6; Los AhgeliiiUrit4rsity of California at Los
Angeles, Graduate School of Business AdmThistration,
Divlsion of Research, 1«966. IO5p.

The study of Mexican immigratiWto the United States
provides alurdomental base of knowledge for understanding_
the-broad scope of social and ecOn0Eic forces that have
pushed and pulled largernumbers ofople between two
countries. The ten cha0ers of the study =cover features
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.
of Mexican.immigrat0p, the laws governing the entry of
aliens,- a statistOl-historical account of immigration,
den and OCial characteristics of the immigrants:,

t4 their geographic distribution in the Unite" States.,.-
distinctive character ist ics of the immigrant, . the main
economic ,.,.,.forces associated with the ,migration some
spedUlati(ins about the future. The appendix contains
supplemental, tables; notes on the chapters an0.--)nfOrma-
tional Papers .iiilating to legal developments affetting
immigration,. _

The study pontainS:migratitrin theories relating to
soCial and economic cCinditiOifs-and is idea*-',mater la)
for social work students of omm-' unity dyn6Mics, social
problems and pol icy and social work research--because of
t,the,wealth of propositions -that, it offersfor-,further 0,

44 tt
°

wa tal-
fige-f

5. Hamar(' , Naomi, S_oci.o.-Economic and tihor . Var. i at iont,- Related
.,_ to Rehabilitzt4ion 'of Mexican-ArneThTeanrffiTAFTiona, -f,,i;

-..0

Temple;Artz-otre State University,i ty, 1969.-,,v . _ ,

_ . , ---

..,p- This is the final report of a most interesting, Well
written study that was carried out over a three year
period. The major objective of thestudy WaS, to increase
tindersta.044ng of the Mexican-American rehabilitant in
Arizona-47,%is unique characteristics and heed and his .

admustment to vocqiqbAll rehatiglitation. interest in,

the study was -st imu-l-by. tiit! 'high rate of ;poverty
among the Mexitan-Amer ;can in.-,A44Ona and the4lrowl,eate
of vocational rehabilitation serVices be ing, recelNied: by
them. The study is sign i f i cant bedause'. it sets. out, Jo
test the validity of some of the ,c6r4Pt s which 's5:0 d'',16. I

stliZtt i sts ascribe to Mexican-Amer iCEE-Irl'S' The SaiiiplAlig
is Aarge and well Matched and it isdone over aV,Sign-i-

. f icaht per iod of ti.
64 'Heller, telleS4* Mex-le-.-A1.44,f,=r1 ..iiIktfornot_ten Youth_

the. Ci'b ssroadS, New YorkçRandbm A Te711-9766771 1 3P.
This stucry'i s an attempt to fill_ the gap of _knowledge

that exists about Mexidan'4American-yai4th and t.O'deteriril-ne
1117f new treffdS Tn rate:and-degree of Tricculturation -and'

assimilation are taking:pi ace. The t.idy relied heavily
a thor'sownqatitative studies of Los Angeles'

Mex-1-can-'American -youthi-.depth interviews_, a number-of--
-,o4t4iet,. studies-, recent'doctoral dissertations and the
1960. census data The content includes the origin and
background istor i cal and demographic material
to give a Clear view of thedimensions involved; the size
of the Mexican-American poriti.iLat ion and sociological
impl icat ions; the school expeMence provides an insight-

ful account of iiiii54Ortatit infludifcing fates the del in
the ambitions and obstacles to upward mobil ity

interpreted from narrow' frames of reference but are well
written. The conclusion provides an optimistic point of
_view but lacks inSi-ghtS of the more -baslz sources of
motivational power governing such, behavior as simple
denial or "present .or tented efforts," the implications
of of In-and ..1,111A In ..r.hA ncv_choanAvtical sensebalance5 In



a

or of the gross soci,oeconomically-based family
. frustrations as d6ferrent factocsof achievement and
unfortunately, confuses these factors with the tra-
ditional values, and &rms. There are chapter notes and
a lit*Pf recommended readings,

This is a highly recommended book for social work
students of research bedause of:jt$ wealth of areas, for
further study, td;Students,of iridjviidual and group:.
dynamics and method because of the numerous insiOtS

.

into the individual and family dynamics and interactions,
(G) (R) (1)

7. Kibbe, Pauline R., Latin'Americans in. Texas, AlbUrquerque:
,The.Unlversity7Tliew Mexico Press, 1946, 302p.

Assoaate to-the-E-xecut Iva
_Committee oninter-American Relations in, Texas until
t943 whenANGood Neighbor Commission 0 Texas was
created whe4upon she became Executive Sacketary to
thetomthis*On. Her book is a compilatiWpf life
drama, histbriCal perspective, cOmplIatioe4f statistics,
and keenly perceptive descriptions of tfietefe of the
MeXican-American and the factorS infiu.660.'his life,
She ex,smines in depth significantcant soci.e?conomi,c and
political factors,.attempts to find the c'sau7ses and 4

describe the effect0nd in her last two chapters
challenges the readet,on the task before us and pro-
poses remedial mpai*.es'for many of the problems-dis-
cussed. 4

This is a good. resource book for a general view of
the overall problems of the Mexican-American and is of
prime4mportance to all students of social work. (G)-
(l) (A) (SP)

8. LorcirWalter, A Time tO Stand, New Yorle::flarper and Brothers,
iii;4111,_ Ta.Cri,z

-----,_.-- --,r--;. ..-7.0---.- --,....r-. ---

;f-

,,,,. ,=,s, 1.hisisanintriguinghistoricOaccount of the
battleoftheAlamowritteriginal Mexican and
Ameinan manuscripts, ContaiPorary letters, journals,

----and-..=.0ag-azi-ne-s -as- -wet asjOVEclat -1 -and off i-ce--ice-crod's and
recOjed-individual in*Viei0. The final product is a -,-,..,..

_
MQdehapb.lectivity devoid of the usual emotional
h/i16aWW-6f attitudes towards 6aur°- heroes, The

.

1

account brings to life a most essential piece of history
that lends as neutral a point of view as can be
expected, from a historian. Jt differs in toed and
content with the usual' school textbook accounts of the
battle which creates for the Mexican-American children
such a negative image of the Mexicans at the Alamo.
The prOta5ohists in this account are depicted for what
they were, products of their times and seen in the context
of those time. ,

This is recommended reading for all social work students
as a historical, documented and well synthesized piece of
literature. 0)

1
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Madsen, William, The Mexican Americans of South Texas, New
York:Holt lititffaFfFRITinf5577564. 11217;-'

This is a study of Mexican-Americans of Hidalgo
County in the southern part of Texas along the Rio
Grande. The book is a detailed. case study of the lives
of members of this minority group in which the author
describes with accuracy his.opservations but, and this
is his great weakness, he, ainfits these observations agst
a somewhat rigidly held system.of constructs by which he
"judges" the' culture. The result is that'hts observa-
tions provide limited insight into the culture. A great
part of the book is frankly inaccurate in its sweeping
generalizations and ref11ect little or no humanistic

---- spirit without which th46ahalysis and conclusions are
in'easeRce id=tebec;s--:-111----riet al i and AAACr ifot ion, tt

is rich and meticulously One. .(G) (I.) (SPMR)

MoOre, Joan W. and Mittelback, Frank C Residential Secirecto-

tion,inthe Ur_ban Southwest, PlexicanWerr5F7Ttudy
PRiTect, Advance- Graduate 'School of BuSinst,
Administration, Division of Research, University of
California, Los Angeles, 1566, 40p., Appendix A. 6pi
Appendix B. 3p; AppendixC., llp. (provide detailed
results of explanatory analysis in technical form and

discussion of techniquesof analysis.)
This report is an alkimpt to discover factOtt of tele-

vancy to the residenttaMegregation in 35 cities of the
urban southwest of the two largest minority groups ill
the countty. CuItural, economic, and demographic -ecological
factors rare analyzed fot the ,09 ree of signIficance,assO,-
ciatedwith residential segre4WiOn. ForMs of segregation'
are also related to size of thOittty, the presence of
large households, in the.minotity:populations-and to show
economic positions of ethnic groups. The study contains,
an-analytm table o f contents which analyvims,cbmch
of the ttudy, has notes after each Chapter, a final sumMaty.
and Appendixes A, B, and C with supplemental tables, an

,jfidex,of dIssimilarity.and ptoblems of its use in this
study_ and procedures of findings, and' exploratory-analyst,
:1i is study is of prime importande to social work stu-

...40i4cif research because of its excellent definition of a
teeatch problem and the process. of exploration, resourCes,
-tummary and analysis. Students of community dynamics
as well as studentt.of social processes and social po'l i y
would find this study of pt.ime importance because of the
various factors studied which.effect community procestes,
describes structure and gives insight into s=ocial problems
iMpingent on social policy. (G.) (R') (OP)

11. MCWilltams, Cerey, Brothtt Under the Skin, Boston:Little Brown
and Company,)-1711T,

The MexicanAmerican is depicted as "the forgotten an."
Historical, soCtali cultural, economic and pOlitteal factors
are discuised an'a analyzed in attempts to determinemftttors
contributing to this Isolation. The ethnic, social and
biolbgidal --g*ntitiams of th.e, Spanish--spaiiing with itc



and:;,M4xican or Mestizoheritage,proyldes a wide
diversiWof"origihs and interests. Patjc@Xly'the con-.

filets Originated over control of the 594005:Western terri-

tories and was later followed by,comOetitiaWin the
exploitation of its resources. From this conflict,
contends the author, came the patterns of relations and
stereotyping one sees toda$, between Anglos and HispanoS.
The cOnditions in Mexico and the incessant overflor of

"recruits" has Maint4ined the conflict by ma'xing it easy
for the maiority group-to,exploit Mexican labor. Other

important: factors retarding the process of.acculturation
and achievement of economic and social equality are

.
discussed in terms of economic power 'And political position.,

This is excellentreading material for all students
H., ,.5.W

Of 1-otráT ---------

12. McWilliams, larey, North From Mexico: The SpariAbspeaktnq
People a*the United statgrRW York:GreehWood Press,

,

Once in a long while one comes across a-book that holds

the reader to its pages until,..V6u4tiVic,read it ail. To

the students who are interestedin 4arining about the
Mexican-American ,experiences:terey Maiilliamit North Fran

Mexico is such a book. He develops the-theme-a-7r
Hispanic heritage of the.SOUthwest Into two parts: the
Spanish and the Mexican-Indian. Of these. two he says,

"the Spanish-heritage, carefully distinguished from the

Mexican-Indian heritage, it now enshrined throughout the

Southwest. it has become 'the sacred or templar tradition

of which the Mexican-Indian inheritance is the secular

_or profane counterpart," He proceeds through a delighp..

fully historical and aneedotal-descriptive manner to

relate aria analyze the fundamental basis of conflicts

between the two cultures, One not only renews and learnt

more about the history and deVelopMenttif-the -Southwest

but one 'gets insights and gains understanding of the
diffeh,enCes and conflicts of the dominant "Anglo" group
_and_the_MexicanAmerican minority.. ,This is,I,Jghly_recom7_

filended reading. 4d1 (I)..(SP)

Fitt, Leonard, The Decline_of the Californios, Berkeley and
tot-AngeleiTUWWFMTBrrilt ornla Press, 1966* 324.

This is a social history Of the Spanish-speaking
Californians covering the period' of time before the
Mexican-American War in 1846 until V890. The author

elaborates on the historical events of this period to
lay the basis for explaining the present relationships

between two cultures. The history covers the modus

vimendi and modus operandt of the twb ethnicAroups and

the reactions of both is told in ancedotal fotm after the

great confrontation of the gold rush days and later years.

The author describes the social life and economic condi-

tions of the times4nd elaborates on the beginning stages

of loss and polttiO control ari political power of the

Californias. Thgclosing paragraph, entitled schizoid
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heritage '4ers the frustrations the Mexican-Ametican
at seeing 'Oe'Anglo-culture a4ep the templar

Of-thbSpanish heritagelihile actively rejecting,
the seturatand living part -of that Spanish her
Its tone ends In 0 somewhat petsimistic note of the
future.(G)

14. Rubel, Arthur J.,.Across the TracksMexican-Americans im a
Texas City, AtiaTi7:1717e7;ity orre)(ati,..Press; 1967:

MT;
This survey was done for the purpose otanalyzing the

social conditions in HidalgoCounty, Texas from* the per-
spective of the MexicanAmeriCOs of "New Lots", a city
in south Texas. The author hat three objectives in his
study with the goal of finding the groups characteristics

At Akirna,r1, thg. frame .-re=fPrence---for -coping

ihttih:he-alth profpfem. Historical accounts by residents
of "New Lots= -siets stage for the description of life
"as the Chitanotliee it." The author is scientifically
skillful and insightful in his approach of describing
and analyzing ,the two socially and culturally distinctive
ethnic groups and -the quality of tiTteractfoh and adapta-
=tion *to each other.

The study would' be of special int,rest to students of
social work research as well as to stiidents of family and
individual dynamics all of which are well. revealed in this
descriptive analysis of the Mexican-Americamt of "New
Lots", Texas. 'This is recommended reading to all social
work students because 'of its broad scope of coverage, (R)
(I) (G)

16.

Samora, Julian, La Raza: Forgotten-Americans, South Bend:
ViliversT5ETTOtre Dame frets, 15a..

Barrett, Donald N., "Demographic Characteristics",
-Op 159-199.
This is a demographic analysis giving a general

description of the characteristics of the Mexican-
American population of the Southwest bated on census
data- frcm-1-950-ard-1-960-. ft compares an-d-aste-s-ses--
the school' aetainment and enrollment of 'the Mexican-
American which is considered the best means for
reaching some ,measure of equal oppor tun ity; "t also
concludes that geographical mobility is toward urpan
centers and affects housing, occupation and income.
Other important factors are assessed and evaluated
in terms of what problems need to be explored further
as well as in terms of where efforts of support need
to be concentrated in order to allevtate the struggle.
The study concludes in a pessimistic tone in some
areas and with some optimism for progress in others.(R)

Glick, Lawrence B., "The' Rights to Equal Opportunity",
PP 95-
The author recognizes the Spanish speaking group

as one of two large minority groups who are distinguished
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by theAT.inferior economic status la comparison
with theynationaS' a whole. He attributes the
heritage of:CiVi;;Linequality, social prejudice and
economic deprivation on the basis of being a
conquered peOple. He describes the status of the
Spahish-speaking as nebulous as far as civil rights
are concerned,.but the unwritten laws. in communities
in Arizonalifornia, Texas, New Mexico and Colorado
have estab0Ohed.a degradins4system of segregation
and social ihferiority thathsured &subservient
status for them. He describispolice.harrassMent,
cites numerous cases4CSchool segregation and atti-

tudes of school persOh6ei towards the Mexican-
American. He cites figUtes and statistics on employ-'
JttofttHitfy-Vartout'munttivalities and-does the same with-
federal employment in various parts of the Southwest.
in 111(6 smanner he examines and brings out a bleak
picture ta housing, law enforcement and jury service.
In the refetences he elaborates more In the cases
that he used' to support his content ions. (G) fSP)

'Martinez, 40n R., 'LLeadership and Politics", p. 4741.
The author advocates political activity as an

'instrument-tor improvement. and a way out of the low-
est economic and Social position. The credits the
new horizonsthat appeared for the Mexican-American
to the military service and the consequent opportunitieS
for,education afforded by the 'G.1. Bill of Rights. He
continues that out of this group have come some politic
ally active leaders, but twoifi,ther factors have contrim
buted-IBUch to-the stimulatiCeof civic activities among.
_the, Spanish-speaking. One 'has been the Negro civil
rights movement which was largely ignored by the
Mexican-American, but which crystallized discontent
intO oegani, teT,:farm; the Oth. factor was- the 4Econdole,-

Opportunity Act and programs which encouraged what
was already orCtlirperiphery. A7ie:'0nalyzes the activities,

_successes and failures of some Of:the_better known prant-
iations and points out the strategIeS utirliedby-thi .

more successful Mexican-American ld,adert and relates
these factors to the two-party7syst6M as well as to the
financial aspects of political activity. He identifies
some of the difficulties of fund raising' and differen-
tiates the approaches of the militant radical from the
diplomat who alone have the ability to articutate the

needs of their ethnic group and the means to achieve
political action,*but also -has to face' attack from ethnic
leaders of lesser educttion, (G) (I) (Gisp) (R)

18. Sanchez, George 1., "History, Culture and Education,"
pp. 1-26..
This book is a collection of papers written with

the objective of formulating an assessment of the status
of the Mexican-American population of the southwestern
United States. Dr. Sanchez covers the history and culture
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of the people of this region and analyzes and
evaluates the educational system and its relation
to some of the salient problems found in the
m inority population of today. He is keen and inci-
sive in his analysis. He makes a strong case for
the desireability of bilingualism to strengthen
motivation and enhance self-esteem in the Mexican-
American,child. He deplores the fact that hn-the
Southwest alone one of the world's great languages
is suppressed. In reviewing the staggering human
wastage of the statistics of Mexican-American
dropouts he questions the professional competence
and integrity, of educators responsible for this
tragedy. He calls for a resumption to common
sense and fundamental principles of teaching.and
reiterates that bilingualigM and muitilIngu&Ii-sin
is not only an asset of great value in our rela-
tions with the rest of the world but in the enhance-
ment of the human spirit in the procesi of develop,
,int the highest order of humanism. (G)-(1)-(SP) -(R)

Scholes, Rev. William E. "The Migrant Worker".
"Labor, in a "tOtem pole" economy, says the author,
is always at the bottom_when muscle and manual
dexterity are in greater supply'than the demand.
The author relates the historical aspects of
migrant workers in the United States and Specifi-
cally of the Spanish-speaking agricultural migrants
of the Southwest who have been forced by circum-
stances to.migrate north every year. He describes
how this situation was aggravated by the"wetback"
problem, later by-theilirocero and still later by.

the green carder and 0 commuter. Living condi-
tions, work patterns,114ealth, housing and education
problems are discussed and the need for legislation
to,-control child labor, provide minimum wages,
soc ial security and workmen's compensation as well
aithe,,rtght to orqinize for bargaining power are
'seen ,agimperative measures, (G) (SP)

Sheldon, Paul M., "Community Participation and, the.

Emeripng Middle Class" pp, 125-157.
This is an interesting study in which the author

first describes. the characteristics and the tendency
towards individualism-,of the Mexican-Ameridan and

contrasts it with the Anglo whose view is to obtain
strength through a$6mmon group effort and cooperat-
i ng to reach a comMon'goal. He sees the WWtf post-
war veteran as a strong element in the turning point
.for-increased community participation and conscious
pol#tical responsibility on the part of Mexican-
Amer'icans of Los Angeles. He describes various,,,
organizations and their growing pains. Then onXhe
basis of 89 Mexican-American men selected from these
organizations he formulates a profile of the emerg-
ing middle class. Adjectives describing the new
Mexican-American includes optimism, mobility, high
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regard for education, active participation in
political organizations antha high civic s'p'i'r'it.

He and'his familyare in the process of becoming
waddle class. Americans while at the same time
retaining much of the heritage of the parent culture.

(G)

21. Wagner, Rev, John A., "The Role of the -Oristian Church",
pp. 27-45.:','

This is a descriptive analysis of the'rOle of the
church from the time of the Spanish COnquest. The
religiosity of the Mexican-American li'examined and

related to the attitUdes towards life. The atti.
tudes of the Catholic Church in some,neighborhopds
'are compared with the secular An00'.041tude
towardithuMamify and rtatdfie tiddtt. -1h-6
examinethe activities of other churches as well
as the programs which the Catholic'Chruch is
sponsoring .to help the, disadvantaged' move into the
ilia-in-stream' of American ecoftivict life:, The author
asserts that churches must continueto be dedicated
to this revolution for equal rights',as long, as in-

justice, economic apporession,.lack.of education,
neglect of health needs, substandard housing,,, lack,

of credit and a spirit of neglect prevail,- 10

22. Sanchez, George I., The Education of Spanish 5.201_,..g.')dil ED-94z

in the-Southwest Austih:The,Univerttty of Texas Press,
179-467 220e

This report of the first regional conference on educa-
tion describes the problems confronting the Spanish-speak-
ing people in the United. States and the keen awareness
of educational experts of the pr.6blems, the needs and the

social action, needed twenty-thr*-years ago. The reports,
which are prepared papersby P4n6125, of deleciates,are
divided Into statement of problem, CruciaFeducetion
issues, remedial measures and' regional planning.

This report is of special interest to Social Work
--;-students of research TherepoWindicates
need of research in various areSSand makes 'an appeal'

to graduate schools for this puripose,,it is also-of,-
prime importance to students of social and
social welfare policy because of theA3rofessional issues
reflected and authoritative,pciWer need in dealing

with social problems. (0:2(R) AtP1

23, Saunders, 141e, ,The S anish-S eakin d'opul-ation of Texas,
Auttin:UnAersity of exas ressT199. 569.

Thisq99report gives estimatesOf the numbers,
propotion and distribution of the Spanish-speaking pop-
ulation'of Texas to show past changes and current trends.
Tables and maps are utilized and contalns, a bibliography.
Thedifficulties in defining the Span,ishspeaking popula-
ti*and suggestions for more fully developed population
St atistics are given. . "

This study would be of interest to social work-t:itudeifts'

of research for population studies and its implications
on the socio-econoMic status of a region. (G) (R).

p.



2k. Schrieke, B.,.Alien Ameritans:" A Stud of Race Relations,
New York:TEFVTRing Press;, 93 6. Chapter lit; pp,46-69.

The chapter- in this book dealing with Mexicans and
Indians gives the reader a historital'preview of the at

prevalent at those times, towards thejlexican-
Ameri,cans. It stresses the attitude that a common langu-

age is the basis for a loyal, unified citizenry and states
any deviation from this ,view would be difficult tcreffect.
Cheap labor, mobility and educational lag are briefly. Os-
Cussed as the results of cultural differences.

Chapter III in thk,book would be of interest to students
of individual dynamicibectuse it gives a candid opinion.

and a historical perspective about alien,Americans in the
ill930"and a view of the problems developed as a restit

of_dtlferences in social' values and differences.in language,.

25 1:, Simmons, Ozzie ,G,, _"The Mutual Images and Expectations of Anglo
Americans and Mexican-Americans," ed. Milton L. Barron.,
'Minorities in a Changing World, NewAtork:AIfred A. krOpf,

1967. pp, 279*-304,
In thtsstudy, the auffipr examines the reciprocal image-

formation, in the interaction of the dominant and minority'
groups. He 4pointsOut that most.Mexican-Americans live in
the Southwest' clOte to their country of origin, and are
constantly re-enforced there by the arrival of new.Mexican
immigrants.. He observes that like other oppressed minori-
ties, the Mexican-American is no. stranger to occupational
and wage discrimination, segregation In schools and housing,
and even mob brutality., The study concludes that the .ex6'

ploTters, the Angto-Amer ioans, have been influenced by the
ideology that originated in the former slave states.and have
welcomes the 'Mexicant 6s cheap labor and social inferiors.
The significance of this study is that he pointt out the'

,4Lmaior inconsistencIes intheir_assumptions that both groups
'nold.about one another. (G) M (R)'

26. Tolbert, Frank X.,, The Da of San Jacinto, New York: McGraw-Hill
Book Co., I nc, 17T9 59 .

Tolbert thows,great insight for much1 ittle-known personal
detail. The first portion of his work is concerned with the
events leading up to the revolution. The remainder is
devoted to the Texas revolution, - the major emphasis being
placed on the battle of San Jacinto. This is followed by an
epilogue which gives a brief description of the lives. of
the primary characters (such as Sam Houston, Santa Anna,
David Burnet, Tom Ruck and Mirabeau Lamar) following the
battle. A great deal of the action is presented through
the eyes of the participants. The author's viewpoint is
quite objective throughout. He paints a realistic prit.tture

of the armies and individuals involved and gives a documented
historical account of their actions - both good and bad. (G)'
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..27.Tuck,RuthD.,NotIvith the First, New York: Harcourt, trace and

Company,1346.-277p.'
This, is the story of Descansol, a California city and

Mexican-Americans living in the colonia within the city's
environs; She depicts,the dominant group of this city in L

a struggle for a posi0On of status and indifference to ;7:+-

that which contributenOthing that mayl?,e conducive to
that ;goal-. The attitudedesertbed are to self
interest, careless assuranCe, and impulsive action: This
creates no guilt of being, mean. They elbow their way to
dominance which, as far as the. conscience is concerned, is
not using,thejist. The status is predetermined by the
rules which'follow: the earliest arrivalf0have superior sta-
tus, "old American" is the best stock, North Europeans are
next, followed by other immigrants. Indians and Mexicans
didn't count because they had' been conquered and because
they were dark skinned. This point of view and one of
pseudo - tolerance and generosity,,on theApast of Descanso
ititens with projections of ..1?1,ame on tfie.,Mex -Micaner i-Can

for lack of assimilation are:exempli )efied-throughout.(I)(G
,

28. Webb, Waltec, Prescott, The Texas Rangers, Ausin:The University
of Te4s Press, 1965. 57-21)

In 44s book,, Webb. traces their existence from origaniza-
tion ik-,1.835 to 1935. Because of fires7, recordsior to
the CivNt.:War are scant. There'f'ore. the-authcmsou6ht vet-
erans and listened to their accountsi:.thereby catching "...
something. of the spi,W of an instifutionHe reOUrnts
individual episodesalways-emphasizing thatthe:W4ers
were human - not fL..a mere automaton an i ma t ing a:pafKOf
swaggering boots, 'ak:i,1,4 hat and a six.shoofter...". Webb
describes the three;:*es with which the Rangers were :'forced
to content:, The kndiaiV, Mexican bandit and American desperado..
Examples40g,individualS playing predominant roles in this
book-aref.'Hayes, Houston, McNelly, San Bass, and.FrankHammer.
Webb disc.usses the Rangers' duties and obligations.

29. Webb, Walter Prescott, The Great _Plains, Dallas: Girth and Co.,
1931. 515 PP.

Tn this: book'Dr Webb discusses the Cultural complexes
of weapons, tools, law, and literature and their transitions
from the woodland into the plainS.He ,emphasiiesthat th0;
geographic unity has made -a po04010mpact upon everything
within its borders. Maps and AlWratkons'.addmUCh to bW-
ditcussior, Webb,elabOrateS upon tiiVphysicalbasisj5f
the Great Pl4int and Windian, Spanish, and American.approach,
to. `,the ..He includes such topics as cattle, treaspor--
tationfencing, and water in his study. (G)

30.Whitet:4W6hA):;texastAn Informal41§§toqraphy. New York: G. P.
'PCitiyamts Sons,A4437.1%17777"'!"

alKstaiicalaccount of Texas. The author tells
it ii*a light satirical He tells40,story of men
who made the state greatiratherthan the st0,4r,y,W,glorafted
classical heros who aOinflated. in,so manOASfances'byond
reasonable proportionHe injectsij layapprOach to the
events beginning withthe''advent oftheS0ahiards and carried
on through the period of.[:itatehood'OCIheState.oCTexas. In
manyji6stances, however;,hejdOlates the achievement's of
lessei'heros in his mpt!,trmake them real for-liistory.(G
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el31- Adair,- oug, Cesar Chavees Biggest Battle," The Notion,
205'if)27-28, December 11, 1967.

The author is editor of the Texas -'edition of "El
Malcrjado",_the voiWof.the *arm worker. The author gives
a detailed account Of the obstacles the United Farm Worers
Unioh haS'tibaVerCome -in order to succeed. He cites the
grower's in-Mei-ice on_ such federal agencies as those of
Secretary of Labor Wir J)tzwho is allegedlypposed to allow-
brigliexican-"green_carderS" to break strikes and yet
approved of- :0,,10,0 the mew style braceros to harvest the-
California tothgto-cropas'well as'allowing unlimited strike
breakers for drapes in California and melebns in Texas.
Other,obsticles in Texas for attainment of better wages '
are local judges who outlow picketing, TeXpS Rangers who ,-

arrest strikers and tie up huge amount of badly needed ,
r.oney (bail in Texas is often $500. cash)_.by'nOt bringing
the caSev-to trial. Other harassing tkpak*Cs by the -

1-mfl,ff..1,-41-Li aLy %-Jirm -
This material is of interestAtostudents,of CommUnity

structure and community proc,- as welt as to student
ana,tyst,pysocial ptoblemsjoebause of the implicationSjn:
thvgart)Oe for problem analysis -and interventive modes,
,(-SP)

32.,- Tbig, William, "Opiniov COncerning Unskilled Mexican"
Immigrants," SociolOV.and Social Research,: 15:62:.72,
September-October.A930.- -=

This article is a_Study of individuals' opinions, as
indicative of attitudes, of Mexican immigrants in Flint,
Michigan during the depression years. The opinion study
inCluded-60.0 Junior College and high school student in

Flint and a.collection of 40 interviews with membetri:of
groups having primary contacts with Mexican: The study is
loosely planned and presents several excerpts of the inter-
views. The author contends that casual gossip -i,1011red by

a participant observer would provide valuableymateriai
troang, of experiences which_accOunt for race prejudice

Itiepapar has little to offer as a scientifi=c model fot
research students, but is of informational value_to all
social work students. on the development of.attitudeS and
prejudice leading to `stereotyping. (6)

13.

Ali sky, Marvin, "TheJilexican-Americans Make ThemseLyes Heard,"
The Re or ter36:45,64-,,February 9, 19-67.

T is arti,c1describeS the impatienceof young Mexican
Americans ladders with `'the lack of underitanding,by,state

_and_federal p'61-1-t-i-Gan-s- of the-needs--p-f---tfriargeand----grow
ing minority group. A walk-out from a regional conference
of the Federal Equal EmOloy6e6t,Opprotunities Commission in
Alburqueque in* March, 1966 has-bcome known ai::the signal
to all Mexican-AMericans of the' Southwest for the need of
increased involvement, in U.S. political action. The results
subsequent elections in states from ralifornia to Texas-have
evidenced a revolt of the Mexicall-American vote against con-
servative democrats who have never attempted to understand
the needs of the minority grodp and as a consequence remain
outside the main currents of opportunity for economic mobility.
(G)
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34. Anonymous, ttBi1ingal Educat ion: Legislative Proposal ,

New apykkli 57 , October 21*, 1967.

SriVb t: Rai ph Yarboro:04h andfother U,S: -Congressmen

are Jotted-as staunch supporters of compensatory bilinrgual

edu*IOn. Texas legislators claim that Texans of.

GerM0h and French. ancestry are opposed td-maktngli)anish

a second language. A1957 survey by the Texas Education

Agencyreveals:f:that, 80% of the children of Mexican

descent havehad to repeat the first grades because of

the failure of educatiOnal thstitutons to use Spanish
..,, '..qri'the beginning grades'. 'The wastage of valuable human

resources is given as, thpfundamentaL;reason, for adopting

b i 1 ingal education, and for training teachers , For this

task.
The-broadcope of influence of this proposal makes

_

-
it- of import to students -but especially to students

f -see-I& proc-es-se:si- (-0 Wi)
r440

, , N

35. Anonymous; "Storm Over Braceros1,_School and Society, 85:20,

January 21, 1965.
,

The refusal of Congress to rerrew-'ligie thirteen year old

agreement with Mexico which providedlor the entry of more

than 100,000 braOrros to harvest the _Cal ifornia citrus

fruits, lettuce,-,-sugar beets and peas .K4s created confl ict-

ing opinlons aboUt.:Ithetwiseness of such;act ion. Somel .....

trittcs "esserted:thatAp'e bracer() program was cohtribu*

ing to uherripldyment andunder employment among U.S. farm

workers while. the Cal ifOrnia growers deny that braceros

were beingi*(plotted andiexplain their desire to continue'

the program on, the basis that Mexican farm hands received

wages whfch. were far higher than what they would get at

home and'conterid that U.S. workers will not do "stoop " labor.

The article', is of general interest to studekts of social
.,

problems and poi icy because of the powerful inflmence, that

the growers.wielded for SO Inany years against the,4,S...

farm 4:irkers. who, only recehltry became unionized.' tSPY

36. Anonymous, "School Bias Toward Mexi can-Americans"Sdhool and

Society, 94:378-380, November 12, 1966.
This article relates a vivid pictre Of-a Southwestern

Community and its school system and the modes of dis-

crimination against Mexican-Americans. It is a synthesis

of a recent Stanford doctoral dlsseition by Theodore W.

Parsons. The d isfertat ion has been,used to help,western

school teachers study discrimination in the classr0:07

and will be published as a case study in cultural arithro--

pology. The article informs that Parsons, now an assis-

tant professor of education and cultural anthropology

at the University of Cal ifornia at Berkeleypade a three-

year. study of an agricultural town in the -S4ithwest.

Excerpts are cited illustrating how pupils of Me)cican-

American origin are fi6g4Ty kept subordinated to the

"Anglo" and the effects of these attitudes on the pupils

obncerned.
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The dissertationtis described as a "complacency
shocker" and perhapSthat could be its best usejor
students of social problems and social poltcy interested
in sound educational theory and how to combat insti-

tutional defilencies. (G) (SP)

37. Beecher, John, "To the -Rear, March! 1965-1940", Ramparts,
4:27-32, SepteMber, 1965.

The authoriVes back twenty-five yeart-to:494(Ywheri
a waVe of public concern ovqrthe ptight of'the migratory ,
agricultural worker swept the countr*;., At that time
The Farm Security Administration, a New Deal agency wails!.

in the U.S. Department of AgricultUre, was developing a
program of model-camps, small homes,, clinics, centers,
and even hospitals for migratorOlorkers. The author
made field studies of the migrant problem ih California

He getents excerpts of hit 25 year 04:testimony which he
gave before two,congressional Committees at that time
and. illutttatesji3O testimony with actual photographs.

Thit of interest-ta811 social work students
who may be'-`Under the.delusion that any progress has been
made in the last twenty-ftve years. (G) (WISP)

38. Bogardus, Emory S. 9 "Mexivan Repatriates," Sociology and Sadie'
44r,>;

Research, 1,8:169176T19334934.
---TErTuthor attempts to determine what problems the
repatriates returning from the United States to Mexico .
during the depression had to 'contend with In their native
country. Pressures on the families to return to Mexico
and the tactics utilizedbysome states to provide cheaper
repatriation for thoutandtof.Mexicans: The: author

poses_ quest for .study toavoid7similar dilemmas not
only, between indivldualsibutbetween nations as Welt
and-quettions.the justification by the United States for

. .

1.4epatruatton under suCh circumstances. (G) (SP)

39. Bogardus, Emory S., "Current Problems of Mext* Immigrants,"
Sociology. and Social Research, 254166-174, September -
August, 1907)347'

The author discusses the problems which Mexican immi-
srants had to-contend' with in California in the
19404s. 'He makes a plea far -iiioderat Ion- In deal ing -with

the MeKidan people because "th0.41gye given a great -deal

in both"' labor and culture to the .human life of these
states and in the main have been agreeable residents and
anxious to please." At the time there were threats of
deportation and suggestions of ConcentlAtton camps and
other measures which were meant to resolve threats to
the nation's security. The author discusses the problems
under fIve-types.of problems and-analyzes the merits of
each ;.type as these concert the Mexican immigrant. (SP)
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40 , Bogardus, Emory S., "Gangs of Mexican-American Youth,"
Sociology and SOcial Research, 28:55-66, September, 1943.

The autE37" examines the origin of the zoot-suiters,
Mexican-American teen-age gangs of the wartime era whose
'way of dressing easily identified them. The author cau-
tions about the newspapers playing up the gang warfares
andcsailors given the freedom to take the law into their
own hands "in cleaning up Mexican Youth" because this
would be playinginto Nazi hands and alienation of the
Latin-Amer itan.000Atries. This,wasqyritten at the time
of WWII and at a-t1Me when MwOkarid the United States

were cooperating well on the war' effort. The author tries
to explain some contdbutiag factors to the problems of
Mexican-American youth. and goes from "bad ancestry and
inherited criminalAendencies" as suggested by some police
officers to school, family and social factors which con-
tribute to deithquent and criminal tendencSes and sqggests
that more social work is needed in the homes of Mexican-
American chitdren. It also concludes that jobtraining is

a possibility for solution provided that jobs are open
and that-race discrimination or other prejudices do not
function. (I) (G) (SP)

41, Bongtrtz. Roy, "The Chicano Rebell ion ", ilfeiAation, 208-271-4.

The'-'author has been a radio announcer,,-.educat,,iphal
adviser, reporter, author ,of a book riielveChises'oI West
99th Street) and a free--lance writer.- detcribes'.rthe
Ch icano rebel ion in terms of the current thinking
attitudes of young Chitano students who are trying to break
the old image of the sleepip,g Mdkican. A number of news-
papers which= form the Chicano Press Association and theough

swhich these young student Voice their thinking is begin-
ning to make its'presence felt and ts establishing itself

as an intellectual force in the United States. "El Grito"',

one of the student newspapers, is an example of the Intel
le-au& livelin-egt among Chicho students.

The article is informative about changes in the thinking
and restive attitudes of the young Chicano students. (G)

42. Broom, Leonard and Shevsky, Eshrefi "Mexicans In the United
States:A Problem in Social Differentiatio," Sociolo
and Social Reietrch-, 361150-158, January February, 952-.

The author presents an approach in Which they advocate
a pooling of skil),s, a crossfertilization of concepts
and techniques an0a recognition by the social sciences
that.there are ,-problems which are common property to all

disciplines. The problem of soCial.differentiation pre-
sents such a common ground. TheThuthor discusses social
Aifferentiation, on the basis of (a) economic function and
mobility,(b) accumulation and urbanization, (c) status
end assimilation, and (d) modes of isolation and integra-
tion and proposes a series of research tasks; The first
task would center on the problems of differentiating the
population with regard to the source of migratton history.
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The second focus of research would differentiate the

population in terms of socio-economic status, urbaniza-

tion, and acculturation to American norms, and thirdly,

to determlne the ways in which. the established differen-

tials operate to prodvde varOng modes of cultural and

institutional isdlatjon oe i'unctional integration..
The article is strongly suggested for research students.

(R)

43. aurma, John H., "Interethnic Marriage in Los Angeles, 1948-1959,"

Social Forces, 41,424 -156-165, Detember, 1963. _-

Tills report covers over 3,200 mixed marriages from

Los Angeles County, California and is "concetined more with

reporting the facts and analyzing them than Un deriving or

proving theories." OVer a span:-of eleven consecutive years

the, author sifted the records or those who-had purChased

_tea a li-cense to marry to determine the percentage of applicants

h o-w ere ter m a rry4n p-th o r h y pat h e,s4 Zet-a-S__ he

develops the study although tile tnformation given in marriage

licences is limited and so is,ihe study but some interesting

conclusions about intermarriag67<divorce and chances of

stabtlity ih marriage are drawn out.

44, C-tdasto, Frank M., "Knocking Down the Langmage Walls: Proposed4

Amendment lb Elementary and Secondar Education-Act to

Establish Bi-lin.gual Education Progeams", Commonwealth,,
87 :608,: October '6, 1967.

The author,squestions legilatively mandated ethnocentrism

which expressly forbids instruction in any but the English

language. He asserts, that this is an American illusion

whidh has-converted educational institutions into agencies

of social, disaffection, cultural assault and enforced

assimilation: A44.4leeper" amendmentlxf January 17, 1967,

to the tlementaey and Secohdary Education Act of 1967 intro-

duced by SenatOr Ralph W. Yarborough (D-Texas) is credited

for making the State of Texas as Illustrious in educational

11,L4tory as the. State of Massachusetts by allowing cultivation

of vast bi-lingual resources, cultural strengths, antettre

pride, and personal identity so essential a concomitant

as maturation.
The article offers many insights in favor of changing,

the practices of educational institutions and would be Of

interest to students of individual dynamics, to students- of

community planning. and to students ol social processes and

social policy.

45. Coles, Robert and Hugh, Harry, "Thorns on the Yellow Rose of

Texas", The Newilepublic, 160:13-17, April 19, 1969. .

The arabrs descrie the social and economic conditiont

existing in the region of Texas between San Antonio and

Waco. The =wealth. Of the state is amply de4cribed and then

compared with the social and economic conditions of the poor.

The thinking attitudet or practices of community representative

in San Antonio is elicited as well as Senator Joe Bernalis

and U.S. Representative W. R. Poage of Waco. The authors'

manage to evoke a revealing impress ion of the conflicted
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of the conflicted attitudes and sensibilities that run
deeply and destructively for those who possess ,them as

well as for those who are influenced by them.
This is reading of special import to students of social

problems and social policy because it gives some-ihsight
into the process that matntaims the status quo. (G) (SP)

46. D'Antonio,ALliiam V. and SamOra, Julian, "Occupational
StratifItations in Four Southwestern Communities:A Study

of EthnicDitferential EmployAnt in Hospitals," Social
Forces,-41AW-2-25, Ottober0962.
--7FM stiWanalyzes the factors, contributing to the low

status of Mexican-Americans in the occupational structure
of ten hospitals supported by the United States Public
Health Service' in four southwestern communities. A con-
ceptual scheme, designed by W.41.. Warner and Leo Scrole,
and" based on the proposittpn that the greater the differt,

ence between the host and the subordinate populations
culturally and racially, the,greater would be the degree
of subordination as well as the strength of the ethnic sub-.
system and the longer the pertod necessary for assimilatton.
A five-point racial scale and a similar cultural scale-
were developed. The study gives a thorough background
history of the Spanish-named persons in the Southwest with

a pessimistic outlook for assimilation. The factors of
WWII, the Wrean War and the polo Bill brought about drastic
changes for at least part of this population. The conclu-
sion analyzes and evaluates" the facts in a somewhat optimis-
tic fashioh. (G) (R.) OP) (I)

Follows, Marjorie, "The Mexican-American Laborers: A Different
Drummer?;" Massachusetts Review, 8:166-76, Winter, 1967.

The author cites 67-sfriiTe of farm laborers in
California to organize and bargain through their National
Farm Workers AssoctatiOn as a significant breakthrough for
the depressed migratory farm workers. She is astounded
that Cesar Chavek got tat at ail- because "these have

been workers generally characterized as both unorganized
and unorganizahle." The author also perpetuates the stereo-

type of the Mexican - American because "by tradition and
inclination these have been people more willing to accept
fate than to challenge it." She explains this phenomenon
in terms of the patront-peon relationship. prevalent tin
Mexico.before the Revolution of 191a and compares Oils hdth

lk
American social values.

The article reveals processes of community structure
problems as well as insights into individual dynamics and
could b4profitably read by students of social problems,
community. planning and individual dynamics. (SP) (I)
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48. Form, William H. and Rivera, Julius, "Work Contacts and
International Evaluations: The Case of a Mexican Border
Village," Social Forces, 37-38: 334-339, May, 1959.

The fien757k737Tilis research study was done in 1°'955
as part of an extensive study of the impact of national
images on technological. interchange along the United States-
Mexican border under the general direction of Charles P.
Loomis. The paper concerns itself with the attitudes
which returning migrants in a Mexican border community
'have of the United. States and how their attitudes compare
with other groups in the community taking education,

/, occupation and property variables into consideration. The
study is interesting not only from the point of view of
its structural design but also because it produces some
revealing results of attitudes towards the United States,
based on factors of socio-economic status. (R) 11)

Freemani-Don-Ki-i---"A-Note-on- Int-ervi-ew-ing-Mex-i-can-Amerfcans;"--
Social Science Quarterly,, 49:909-918, March, 1969.
"P"TEFZITEFOris associate professor of government and
research specialist in the. Institute of Government Researdh
at the University of Arizona. The paper is a study of the
feasibility of analyzing the political behavior of Mexican-
Americans by the use of survey research. The article pro-
vides a full description of the problems, real and imaginary,
which have had the effect of limiting studies of the
Mexican-Americans by social scientists specially in the
Areas of policy orientation, part identifitation, voting
behavior., political attitudes, political socialization or
general political participation. The study is limited: to
data collected in South Tucson, Arizona, which the author
recognizes as a geographical area with a long history of
Spanish.influence and no history of hostility to this
ethnic group.

The paper as a whole is of prime importance to research
students because of the author's insights into techniques
of research and.hic well drIcumPented and described survey
wherein he gives-ample analyses Of the process of conduct-
ing the survey. (I) (G) (R)

50. Garth, Thomas R., "The intelligence of Mexican School Children,"
School and Society, 27:791-794, June 30, 1928.
'Th-e" purpoSe of this study was to determine the intel-
ligence of "Mexican" children who would be fairly repre-
sentative of Mexicans in the United States in the year 1928.
The author selected the National Intelligence Test "which`
has been administered to over 37,000 white children and
over 1,000 each Negroes and full-blood Indians." The tests
were administered in a large city population and small
town and rural communities in the states of'Texas, New
Mexico and Colorado. A total of 1004."Mexican" school
children were_tested over a period of five years from 1922
to 1927. The median I.Q. was found to be 76-.1.

The paper is of informational interest to all students
of social work for the reflection of what was regarded as
scientific findings in 1927 but which more than likely has
influenced teachers' attitudes and thousands of "Mexican"
school children: (I) (G) (R)
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51. Greer, Scott,' ftSituational Pressures and Functional Role of

the Ethnic Labor Leader," Social Forces, 31-32:41-45f

October, 1953.
This paper ts based on a larger study of ethnic minori

ties in the unions of Los Aagelps County which served as

the author's Doctoral Dissertation. The study is explor-

atory in nature about the necessary functions of a union

and more specifically the leaders of the union who haye,

to express and carry out those functions. It describe'i-

and examines the roles of leadership-of the minority-

members and points'out the pressures that they are sub-

jected to and how they must manipulate these in order to

carry out their roles. more effectively. (Grp) (1) (G)

52. Gill, Lois J. and Spilka, Bernard, "Some Non-Intellectual

COrrelates of Ada-de-Mk Achievement Among PlexcaneArteri-can

Secondary School Students,"'Journal of Educational

Ps cholo , 53:144-159, June, 1962.
In this study the authors investigate relationships

between selected non-intellectual student variables and

parental attitudes and the academic performance of a group

of Mexican-American, Tower-class secondary school students.

Four hypotheses were tested. First, that achieving Students

came from dominating, pos4P4sive and attentive mothers;

secondly, that achievementAWOJd be positively related to

conformity with the acadOTUetting and the degree of

self-motivation and tendencytoward independent action;

thi 0 Wrdly,that achievemenpositively related to intel-

lectual efficiency and soci#1, maturity; and fourthly, that

the achievers would.reVeal ress hostility and better

adaptive means of coping with anxiety, Standard objective

tests and measures were used.
The nature of this study, the content, the design, the

instruments used, the results and analysis of findings has

material of interest to social work students of individual

dynamics as well as research students. (I) (R)

53. Gonzalez, Henry 60, "The Mexican-American: An Awakening Giant';

Ernalarnent Service Review, pp. 10-13, July, 1967.

Congressman Henry B. Gonzalez of Texas observes that

human nature is a dynamic force that can be changed from

attitudes of hopelessness to dynamic action provided there

is hope. He sees the role of government as an instrument

_of_cbange and a provider_of hope that will revive ambition

and motivation among the poditb readie The fullpotential.

(I)

54. Gonzalez, Henry B., "Hope and Promise: Americans of Spanish

Surname," The American Federationist, 74;13 -16, June, 1967.

CongressmanWFTCtinigriViefly describes the

constituency of his district in demographic terms and comes

to grips with the crucial issue of acculturation of the

Mexican-American into the majority group and the problems

inhering therein. He calls on educators to become aware

of the problems facing the Spanish surnamed in order to

stop the tragic waste of human potential which the schools



haVefalled to develop up to this point. He advocates

that the Spanish-surnamed American be given social vali-

dation by recognizing that he also has his hereos who have

played a part in the development of this country and,Ous
making his education more relevant and promising. (1) (G)

Harvey, Louise F., "The Delinquent Mexican Boy," Journal of

Educational Research, 42:573-85,, April, 1949.
1-"'ETTTFU-dy,is a digest of a Master's thesis on file at

U.C.L.A. The author invistigates two major areas in test-

ing her hypothesis that the delinquent "Mexican" bogis
not necessarily "criminal" but it rather the prodUct of a

conflict rising from his socio-economic situation, First

a survey' of the literkure in the fteld'with respect to

-the-cultural- i-nheri-tante-of-Mex-icoT the--"Mex-icanik,in the

United States, the "Mexican" in Los Angeles and toe dif-
ferentiattng, characteristics of the "Mexican" boy Secondly,
a status study of a group of 75 delinquent "Mexican" boys

are compared with 75 American boys selected at random from-

the files of the Los Angeles Juvenile Hall of 1945. This

involves a quantitative analysis of tabular data obtained

on the socio-economic; physiological and psychological
aspects of the cases studied.

The study has much meaningful material for use by

research students. The relationship of variables is as

accurate as could be expected with the method used, but

the validity of Conclusions from such a limited source of
Triferences is questionable but useful for further research

efforts. (I) (G) R)

56. Hawley, Ellis W., "The Politics of the Mexican Labor issue,

1950-1965'," Aaricultural Histor ,40:157-7, July, 1966.
The author is associate pro essor of History at North

Texas University. Ho relates the methods by which a
relatively small group of farm leaders and their organiza-
tions find common sources of power in agricultural politics

to build the political coalition necessary to keep the

Mexican labor program intact for fifteen years. The small

contingent of farm employers astonished their ctitics when

In defiance of all logic they repeatedly demonstrated an'

uncanny ability to hold their coalition together, to

manipulate the appropriate symbols and to apply pressure
at key points in the governmental structure. The author

elaborates on the sources of their power-and the-symbols
and arguments that they found useful.

This perceptive, authoritatively written and well.
documented article is excellent reading material for all

students of social work because of:the unique perspective
of the manipulations of a well organized and articulate
group whose power influenced the economic status of

thousands of people in the Southwestern region of the

United States. (A) (G) (OP) (SP)



I.: 57: Herr, Selma 'E., "The Effect of Pre-First-Grade Training Upon

.,

Reading Read and Read
Amerrcan Children," Journal, of EducatioOrpsychology,

fng, Spanish-

37:87-102, February,W
The author's prupose in this study6,4ind aneduca-

tional approach for Spanish-speaking children otheTkthab.

that used with,English speaking children by deterMthing

the effect Of,,aLyear of pre-first-gradetraining upon the"
reading readiriqs and achievement of Spanish-speaking

children tn-the- first grade. The -practIcal importance of

this question is seen in searching for and finding a way

of combating the factors responsible for the reading ,...:

retardation of large numbers of Spanish-speaking children

in the first grade under the usual schoWpolicies,, This

study of 23 years ago is .comprehensivehingfurland
, rnsiOtf°ul

_

,...,,

-iThe study is comprehensive and well The-

-.,1-4,,,, author, by use of tables and analyses, Is peeCise in the

evaluation of the content, Re7$0arch students as well as

.

students of,tndivIdual dynamidould benefit from the '

analyses of this study. IR) (I)

22.

58. Humphrey'i Norman Mymond, "The Housing and Household Practices

of Detroit. Mexicans," Social Forces, 2414-33=37, May, 1946.

This article is intended to shed light2:onthe process

. of change in adapting to a new cultural milieu-. Excerpts

of cases from the Detroit filesrang!hg from:early 1930's

to late 1930" s. are<utilized,,Wa most ,unscientif(c way
to demonstrate the author'S'opiniops.He recognizes that

the economic determinant in thet45:41:flsitton of "American

housing standards" influences the choices and that in

general, as soon as the economic situation, allows, the
.:-.Mexicans adopt American ways in connection with shelter.

The step-wise process however, is one noted by social

workers .that houses of Mexican welfare clients are damp,

tWk and need airing, a condition which soci-al workers
deco/ and are wont to ascribe them to innate slovenliness.
The is, however, that houses of lower class Mexicans
sr Mexico are airless, windowless places, in which little
light enters and until the Mexican family has acquired
American standards a dusky intereior is a thing normally
to be desi-red. In like manner the-author explains the ,:
presence or absence of rugs, beds, furniture and other
household objects. (1)

59. -Humphrey, Norman Daymond, "The Education and Language-0 Detro#
Mexicans," Journal of Educational Sociology,

The author deErT5es the, educational status of Mexican
families in Detroit, Michigan in early 19441U: He offers a

brief descriptive comparison of the Mexicanucational
standards and attempts to analyze the attitudes of Mexican
children and parents towards formal education in American
schools by relating these attitudes to assumed earlier edu-
cational backgrounds and experiences in Mexico. The author
presents excerpts of cases which are characteristic of the
school adjustment of Mexican children and analyzes these
from the individual and environmental viewpoints.
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The article is of interest_to,students of individual
dynamics as a source of knowled44a ok adaptation to
"foreign" settings. (I)

60. Humphrey, Norman D., "Mexican Repatriation from-Michigan:
Public Assistance in Historical Perspective," Social
Service Review, 15:497-513, September,. 941.

'67ailia57describes the program of Mexican repatriation,
1'4which occurred as an economy pressure, for returning to.

,Mexico a large number of Mexican familiek.:which had been
brought to the United States as cheap 16.6O. The depres-
sion left most of these families incapable.of self support
and as persona non grata in competingjOr the scarce jobs
available. The reactions of the StateDepartment of Public
Welfare in Michigan and other state's is described and

excerpts from various case records illustrate the react ions
and practices that followed as an%attempt at solution to
the widespread social

This article is of prime importance to students of
social problems and social policy ,for its depiction of a
general reaction by caseworkers ofastate.department of

public welfare under economic presSiii!e.. (SP)

6). Itzkoff, Seymour W., "tultylcal4;;;Pluralism in Urban Education,"
School and Society, 94:3837386, November.
The author ana!yzes andfeyaluates the factors respon-

sible-for the educational fallure in our urban center;;.
The concept of integration'iifAlized to solve problems of
minorities is fundamentallyWtong, he says, because it
prostitutes inherent right$V610norities, denigrates
their self-image and coerces,them to surrender their
cultural integrity and identitWto achieve equality with
the Majority group. He asks wheOer education ought to
involve "helping" the child forged`. the language of his
fathers? Does it quietly demonstrate that integration of

ethnid groupS is a two-way process? The author4deicribes
his concept Of the educators responsibility anOiscusses
at length his opinion for the existence of ingrOlined

hostility to pluralism in the. United States.
The content describes problems, analyzes thesAysfunction

and proposes-avenues of solution to some of these. As such,
the. article is of prime interest to students of social
proceSses and social policy as well as to students of
individual dynamics. (G) (SP) (.1) (R) (OP)

62. Jacobs, Paul, "The Forgotten People," The Reporter, 20:12-20,

This overview piciure.of the worker-employer relations
is described by the author as "a mean and ugly survival
from an almost forgotten era." His-analysis points: out
that in spite of the large numbers of workers that agri-
culture employs and in spite of the lack of any protec-
tions from state, or federal government for social security,
workmen's compensation laws, child laborlaws, minimum
wages or maximum hours, agriculture continues to Succes-
sfully resist the" social and economic progress achieved
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throU0.;..legIslition and unionization by other millions
of wor.kersAANIOILIstry and continues to receive "an
almdSt:,:blanketIkception from modes of conduct now con-
sidered' eSSOntial to a civil ized society." He aptl y
describes the farm 'workers as the "unorganized debris of
an 'org4nizational society." They lack the economic
power'AO wrest better conditions from their employers
and lack the political influence to .exert pressure upon

legislators. They are truly the forgotten by the labor

movement, by agriculturally dominant influences in legis-
- 1\ature-s and- by- urban li-berals. The author thoroughly

describes the bitterness cf the Farm, Bbreau and other
union representatives against government controls and

their reasoning for this resistance. A number of excerpts
and an inteeview with Secretary Mitchell reveals valuable
insight into the program. (G.) ,(SP) (OP)

I

. 63. Jones, Anita- Edgar, "Mexican Colonies in Chicago': SccIal
Service Review, 2:579-597, December, 1928.

The author, in a joint inquiry undertaken by the lmmi-
grants' Protective League and the School of Social Service :2:-,.,Hs . ..-,

......-,! .

Administration of the University of Chicago, traces the
immigration of Mexicans to 111 mars and other northern -

-,... indUStrial centers. She describes the conditions surround.;
ing the lives of Mexicans from 1850 when the census noted
30 Mexicans in 111 inois. It gives a brief baCkgi-ol.,..4:VOf

, .
,..,,

the states in Mexico from which most of the 'imm,oLant-S
came. The promise or 'hopes that drew many tO'Chig6a$0was

.,.
- for employment on the railroads, steel hills, -packing: , °':t..N.,

houses and.itflie beet sugar fields. or nearby states. . Eir,019Y-,..

.men,t;';'.4ed.4ca:Oonal level s, school s and recreation and ..
. .hisiAyng*.a.f.,6OA'. described as ,,a process ofchatigemith a ,,..'''' ,:. .

.- hqi..Ofttl' note .6f .hope for educational' and scitios.....,e-cbrionic ' ., .,

,-2;::-.. mob i 1 i ty. ''`!; 4..-.7";kk4.5t., :-,,.

The article provides a historical accoUnt-,of::.,,,t111.g.t, .,.

incipient stages of a minority group that wouliceof ..,. ..

interest to students of sociai problemand social .policy .::';, ;'
because of the opportunity to study the :problem for an
analytical point of view. (SP) ..,.

64. Kerby, Phil, "Minorities Oppose Los School System," two 'ea
OP6

Christian Century, 85:119-22, September 4, 1968. .

'Statistics reveal increatng segreg-at ion in the public ...
schools of Los Angeles that brings about a reaction from

young students, This condition affect ing. 2.10,000 children
of the barrios and ghettoes. has been met with indifference

.by_,L..th.e school board, mexican7Americ,an students (Brown
Berets) ,O6-aiitZed, a series of merlueyTe7i to demon -bilingual
instruction . toV45Mbat the tqgp drop out rates- among
Mexican-Americans, 'N',01acementof-'dilapidated bu i 1 d ing , '''

firing'7of Anglo teaCKeTi'lrisenlitive /to'Mexlcan-American
problems,;-(re emphasis on Mexican culturel.::;.hititage in
curriculum and textbooks and an updated indListr;'ial arts..,.

program. :
, .,..' 4 4: s I

This material is orinterest to social work students
of community dynam-ics';' (A) (1) (OP) (SP)
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Kluckhohn, Florence Rockwood, 'Cultural Factors in Social Wo&k

Practice and Education," So Service Review, 25:38.472

March, 1951.
The author explores the nature of cultural factors o'

groups as differentiated from basic human nature. She

makes comparisons of the stereotyped impress ions of the

dominant group about the Mexicans with the Cultural

ortencations and values of Anglo-Americans. She discusses

problems of universals and differences and the relations,

between theth on three levels of conceptualization; the

common, human problems, the concrete-differences and the

cultural predispositions which form, the basic principles

in accordance with wh.i-camspecific institutions are

patterned. A second objective of her paper is the

analyses of the feminine role in the American family

s'yrstem in an attempt to find sources of conflict in the-

American feminine role and the means to overcome them.

These articles cover content material of,Jnterest to.

students of individual and family dynamics:1(G) (1) (SP)

(OP) '-

66. KnowltonClark S., "Patron-Peon Pattern Among the Spanish

Americans of New Mexico," Social Forces, 41-424,12-17,

October, 1962.
The author describes the rural social orOnization of

the Spanish-American pecTle of northern NeW'Meicicoand

southern Colorado in terms of the patron-peon relationship

and how this influences their way of-relattashipand enum-

erates these values interms of pointing out specifically

how these values strongly haOpicap the adjustment of large

:44 numbers of Spanish-Americans the process of

to urbanized industrialized society. The polj;iical and

economic structure is described -in terms-oft-the
future holds for the Spanish-ATOicans-,a'New Mexico if

the patron-peon pattern isnoi*ok01 and a_new structure

,::ccepted byAhpSparish-Aiilericbn. (1) (SP)

'67. Knowlton, Clark, "Tljerina:Hero of the Militants4:The
Texas Observer, March 28,'1969.
ITY57053F: formerly with the faculty of theUniVergtty

of Texas at El Paso, is considered an expert in the, claims

of Spanish-Americans to land grants in New Mextcolle
relates thelife story of reies Lopez Tijerina who orga-

nized the Allanza Federal de Marcedes4i, the Federa:4- Alliance

of Land Grantees, to the struggle wibf:the polic4es--of

the Nationai Forest Service which wasforcing many of=the
Spanish-Americans to migrate and seek employment out

of agriculture becausebf their inabilities to secure hear-

ings with state or federal agencies for redress. The story

that evolves from this -base i ike a fiction- story of

"good guys" and "bad guys".
The variety of dimensions,-influences, and approaches

to social problems as well as the broad view of social

processes and *flat systems and subsystems makes this

article a must for social work students of Coiyitilunity dyna-

mics as well as students of social problems and policy.(SP)
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68. Leary, Mary Elleh,"As the Braceros Leave," The 'Reporter, 32:43-

45, January 28,. 1965.
After the termination of Public Law 78 asqlf December 31,

1965, ,Congress, the administration and-.the pub06 were

expecting to be-subjected to tremendous pressae for .

restoration of the Mexican bracero,to' the 10 billion

dolla6a year "agribusinest" as It call s_ itself. The

author here points out tagrowers hop. of using Public

Law 414 which is the Immigration and Naeonality Act of

,,..1952, by which foreign workers may be 14Mitted for six

`4:011imlih intervals. More than anything else this article,,

emphasizes the;determination of Secretary, Willard' Wirtz to

hold the line against the huge pressures of "agribusiness"

and gradually ease-them into the idea that Amer-idin labor

could be Wlized and that it was the responsibility co:rr'

"agribusines" to make tOditions favorable',enough to them

to hold them.. (G)

69. Lewis,)iilda P. and. Lewis, EdwarcUl...;:"Written Language,-Per7

foniiance of SiXttf=.grade Childten of Low Socio-EconOmi.
Status from BiTingual and from Monolingual Background',

11;-

Journal offxjaerimental Education, 33:237t242, Spring4 1965.

an interesting study of the relationship of

childhood bilingualism to 1 an66age development in which the

researchers,arejaced with the'difficulties of isolating

the effects of-15ilingualism for-biculturlsm, defining
bilingualism so that it does not operate as. an ,uncontrolled

.variable and thirdly distinguishithe'effectt-Atknow-
ledge of two languages in general frOm4-thoSe Of-thq*now-
ledge of two particular languages. The-Troblems:ihvesti-
gated were whether normal intelligent, normally'athitving,
lower socio-economic, sixth grade;Amerlcan

-Monotingual, Chinese= ;bAing-01,-and
backgrounds differ with'iespect to writtentianguage
fgrMandc in Etiglish.

7The study is simple but eval.uation of the content is
pteclse in describing thajnstruments used ands-the pro-
cedur'es utilized, and woukibe of 'interest to ibcial work
research students; (R)

70. Mayer, Arnold, "TheGrapes of Wrath, Vintage 1961," The Reporter',

24:34=.37, FOirUary 2, 1961. -

This arti-E16-points out how the'"federal government
through Public Law 7-8 was in essence providing !lpve[labor

to the Americangrowers and under-Cutting4b-ljes oT5-itiamestic

farm workers as s-stated by a Senate Subcommittee on Migra-

tory Labor: "The =foreign migrant"is indentured toa partic-

ular farmer or farm association for the duration (3s-s his

contract. One grower, speaking of the Mexican farm labor
program, said that, 'we used to own sldyes, now we rent
them from the government.' " The in-fjghting and ;the

ineffectualness of the Eisenhower adffijniSeration'S "posi-

tion" on Public Law 78 is described as 666:iervative Secre-

tary Benson and Secretary Mitchell bitterlY held on to
opposing views on thI bracero program. _Religious groups,
labor unions, civic groups and others foilght a losing
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battle with the Agriculture COmmitteet of the two houses

who were strongly for the growers. Senator McGovern_

submitted a devastating report and through other debates

and maneuvers the anti-P.L. 78 won a definit4 if not cm-,

pletevtctory. (G) -(513)'

71. McLemore, S. Dale, "Ethnic Attitudes Toward'Hospitalization:

An Illustrative Comparison of Anglos and Mextcan -Americahs,"

Southwestern Social Science 9uarterly4,43:341-6, March,1963

`--The author`ThririF is professor-of sociology at

The .University of Texas. The 'premige of his study is that

"Mexican-American patients would hold MOre unfavorable

attitudes toward. hospitalization than would Anglo-American

patients" and 'fbat,"observed attitudinal differenCes could

be accounted bi,*ifferences in education." The sample

consisted of 58 charity cases because as the author states-

"education-pl level is primarilyaft Tndtcator of social

class position; however, loW educational level is so

common among Mexican-Americans that this characteristic

may come to be considered an integral part of Mexican -

Amer tcan culture," 41.342,s Educgaonal level (by Anglo

standards) as an indicator of se40g:class position may-

be a debatable question wheh ap11140to the social values

of the Mexican-American.
This i s of import to soCit,:ajtAloWt-;Atpdents of research

for analysis of its procet0.'and "(RI

72. Manuel, LT., "A Comparisch of Spahish-Speakjng and English- .

Speaking Children in Reading and ArithMetit," Jour al of

A I ied Psychology, 19:189-2-2, 1935,

T e author focuses his attention on the problems of

English language instruction in the publicschools-tO
children of Mexican.detcent whose home language is.Spanish.
In,01s-extensive-study of the school children of the' Lower

Rj97G:rande Vatley,OPTexasin 1935 the authOr raises .serious

quOtionsregardir4,the effects-of this burden,upon their

pr9gress-and uporitheIrmekal growths The purpose-of

the-ttUdy_is to reVeal,-thO:comparative abilities in reading

and,athrijitIC and to attempt to under stand the difficulties.

ThejOiikeconomic and cultural levelsOf.::the pupils as well

as theISarental occupations are taken'into account. The

author summarizes theyesults in analytical fashion and

concludes that the "average Spanish speaking child suffers

a serious and persistent language_ handtcap- at least as

high as the eighth grade.
The study would be of Interest to sociaLmprk students

of research beceuie of the-author-4s fine detCription of

the study and his analysis and evaluation of the results.

(I) (R) (SP)
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73. Manuel, H.T. and Hughes, Lois, S., "The Intelligence and

Drawing Ability of Young Mexican Children," Journal of

Applied Psychology, 16:382-387, 1932.
TErs" is 'a comparative study of intelligence of Mexican

and non-Mexican children of the San Antonio Public Schools

in 1-932, based_ upon the GOodenough.Intelligence Test which

requires only the drawing of a man. Data reflects the

correlation between.intelligence, on the basis of the

Thorndike Scale, and the drawing. It reveals the ages of .

Mexican and non-Mexican children in each of the first four

grades and compares the relative abilities of Mexican and

non-Mexican children by ages and by grades. The article

conCludes that "theilower standing of the Mexican children

in intelligence, agrees with the findings of various investi-

gators" eventhough "it-is hard to evalute the standing on
the Thorndike -test because of-the lack of comparable norms."

The article may be of interest to social work students

more as an historical..developmental process contributing

to stereotyping than4sa sc.fentifIe or insightful article

contributing to knoWledge. This article ought to be read

with Dr. George I Sanchez', Biliwualism and Mental Measures.

(E) (G) (R)

74. Madsen, William, "The Alcoholic AgringadW: American An,thro-

to-h ist, 66:555-61, April, 1964.
s article, describing the alcoholic agringado, by

the of the Hidalgo Project on 'Differential- Culture

Change and Mental Health, is open to debate on many points.

'There are numerous opinions given as verifiable fact and

the writer robs himself of insights and understanding by

the tone of his presentation. He converts all male Mexican-
Americans into drinkersoln fact, acceptable male inter-

personal relations are46ost impossible for the non-
drirlker." (p.358). On :155'e 360, referring to the machismo

conflicts, of he al-cohdthe concludes, "it seems prob-

able that some of the attempted rape cases involving Latins

stem from the conditions described here." An an ethno-
grapher the author is neither*Ientific nor humanistic
and this reduces his paper to*rtonal opinion. This

material would.: otherwise- be of interest to students of

Individual (107amics. (I)

15. Newsweek, "The Southwest: Brown Power,'' Newsweek, 71:37,
March 24, 1968.

The articledifferentiates the Mexican4merican-leaders
into the mocerttes and the 'militants, Cesar Cheilez, whose

philosophy of non-violence finds strength in what he calls

"the justice of our cause," is the prototype of the mode-
rates. (See Dough Addr1 article 'Cesar Chavez's Biggest

Battle" and "Non-Violence Still Works," Look, 4-1-69,

P.52.) The protagonist of the militant MexTEZT-American is
Relies Lopez lverina who "achieved legendary hero status
as the accused =leader of a."liberation" raid_that freed
eleven,: of his followers in a shoot-out at a New Mexico
courthouse." T4Jaceivittes of the Brown Berets, an orga-
nization of,youpstudentsjvho organized a series of walk-

outs by thoUsprids of ,MexicanrAmerican public school students
in East Los Angeles presages the emergency of more militants.

The article is informational in nature. (G).
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76. Ortego, Phillip Darrough, "The Minority on the Border: Cabinet

Meeting in El Paso," The Nation, 205:624-27, December 11,

1967.
The author is an English professor at New Mexico State

University. He gives an account of the cabinet meeting

that took place on October 26-28, 1967 at El Paso, Texas.

He sketches a brief historical base leading to the cabinet

meeting, the underlying reasons for setting it up, the

tactics utilized by the administration of excluding the

better known- Mexican-American leaders such as Rodolfo

Gonzalez of Denver, Cesar Chavez of Delano, California

and Ruiz Lopez ,rina of New Mexico, and inviting instead

such speakers as,Governor Reagan of California and "other

professionals and bureaucrats whose positions on the issues

are known to everyone."
This article and Helen Rowan's "A Minority Nobody Knows,"

ought to be read conjointly and this, like hers, is of

general interest to all students of social work because

of the same broad- spectrum of issues involved. (G)

77. Pe;Ialosa, Fernando, "Mexican Family Roles," Marrkaqe and the

Family, 30:680-P8, November, 1968.
A search.for a frame of reference from which to

examine the dynamics of the Mexican-American family leads

the author to a synthesis of conclusions and studies of

Mexican social scientists. Family relations and role

relationships are discussed from a historical and cultural

perspective, The results are fragmented and unconvincing.

There is an attempt to use psychoanalytiCal theory with

a mixture of social science which fails to fuse properly.

The article would nevertheless be of interest to students

of individual and group dynamics. (I) (Grp)

-78. Penalosa, Fernando and McDonagh, Edward C., "Social Mobility

in a Mexican-American Community," Social Forces, 44:498-

505, June,- 1966.
The researchers cnnAtint a study of social stratifica-

tion in a Mexican-American community taking the measure

of mobility increases in the Mexican-American population
by generation and that the more acculturated individuals
have been the most mobile. The study also attempts to

ascertain the relationship between vertical mobility on

the one hand and ethnic and horizontal mobility on the

other. The conclusion provides a_n interesting relation-

ship among an array of factors. A major change in group
identification seems to be underway with increasing pride
toward the word "Mexican" and away from the term "Spanish':

The social conditions during a minority groups maturing
process are thought to be significant factors to determine

the degree of assimilation of the group into majority social

and religious patterns which were dimensions with unexpected
outcomes in this study.

The method of study is well described. the findings are
well articulated and many useful references utilized. This

is highly recommended reading to social work students of

research and social processes. (G) (R) (SP)
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79. Penalosa, Fernando, "The Changing Mexican-American in Southern

California," Sociology; and Social Research, 51:-405-17,

July, 1967.
The author is a professor of sociology at California

State College at San Bernadino, He is critical of the

common textbook characterization of the Mexican-American

population as foreign, unskilled and migratory agricultural

laborers. Empirical science stands to lose by reification

of statistical concepts or theoretical constructs which

manifest significant gaps with empirical reality. Social

scientists in creating stereotypes have fallen into this

trap. in the process of elaborating on his premise the

author covers the attenuation of traditional culture pat-

terns heterogeneity, socio-cultural changes and 'the pro-

cesses of social and political action.

The content of this article would be relevant to stu-

dents of research, individual dynamics and social processes.

(R) (I) (SP)

Ramsey, Glenn V. and Hodge, Beulah, "Anglo-Latin Problems as

Perceived by Public Service Personnel," Social Forces,

37-38:339-348, May, 1959.

This is a most interesting study, conducted in Austin,

Texas of perceptions by public service personnel of

Mexican-American clients and the problems that they,

as providers of services, have to contend with in con-

summating their duties. The authors strive for a high

degree of- objectivity in perception and in introspection

and produce a most convincing result. The objectives are

to achieve better understanding of the culture of the

Mexican-American, to identify the issues and to .attempt to

find solutions to some of the problems encountered. The

discussion of the results and Jie conclusion are well

written and reveal a number of valid issues for social

work students. Many suggestions are given for continued

research in "Anglo - Latin" problems that would be of interast

to students of social work research. (I) (R) (SP)

81. Romano, Octavio Ignacio, "Charismatic Medicine-Folk Healing,

and Folk Sainthood," American Anthropologist, 67:1151:73,

October, 1963.
The author, a professor of Mexican-American studies

at the University of California, Berkeley, elaborates on

the nature of differences which exist between fold healers.

The setting for the study is the Mexican-American popula-

tion of South Texas. The presentation begins with an out-

line of the empirical model under which the role of the

healer is generically defined; secondly, the healing

hierarchy is elaborated upon in terms of role function

and committment to the art of healing; and thirdly, the

case of Don Pedrito Jaramillo is presented for analysis

and synthesis. It is a perceptive, well articulated and

structured study which explains and reveals the Mexican-

Americans= faith and special relationship to the curandero

whose role function and degree of committment and personal

style are amply described in the analysis of Don Pedrito

Jaramillo.
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This is of special import to students of individual
dynamics because of its insights into the curandero-
patient relationships but is essential to all social work
students because of its broad implications about beliefs,

family life and health problems. (G) (I)

82. Romano, Octoavio Ignacio, "The Anthropology and Sociology of

the Mexican-Americans:The Distortion of Mexican-American
History," El Grito, 2:13-26, Fall, 1968.

This is a perceptive critical analysis of the writings

of a selected group of social scientists whose approach
and thinking in their studies and surveys about the Mexi-
can-American is questioned. He cites examples from the
writings of vartous, social scientists to demonstrate how
their concept of cuiture, as far as the Mexican-American
is concerned, distorts their observations, analysis and

conclusions about empirical life which these scientists
perceive as a cause rather than an effect of history.

From this point of view, the problems that these social
scientists identify are inherent in the nature of the
people and therefore, no change can be expected. The

contention is that with this approach, the social scientist
is perpetuating an image of the Mexican-American that has
no history, has made no contributions and has no possibi-

lities of ameliorating his condition. He has a well
elaborated point of view. (I) (G)(SP)

83. Rowan, Helen, "A Minority Nobody Knows," The Atlantic Monthly,

219:47-52, June, 1961.
The author'is a keen writer and observer who grew up

in. Southern California. She is a writer for the Carnegie

Foundation Quarterly. She relates the tactics of divide

and rule that have been utilized by local, state and
national politicians in responding to the needs of the
Mexican-American segment of the population. In the pro-

cess of elaborating on this she reveals the effects of

automation and cultural discrimination on the Mexican-

American. The roles of the educational, economic, religious
and political institutions are reflected in her views.

This is material of general interest to all students
of social work because it touches on a broad spectrum of
factors relevant to a better understanding of broad social

factors affecting the Mexican-American and sheds light
into the minority group's frustrations and lack of trust

of the institutional functions. (G)
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84. Rubel, Arthur J., "Concepts of Disease in Mexican-American

Culture," American Anthro olo ist, 62:795-814.

Traditions concepts o ea t and disease in the

Mexican-American Culture are described and evaluated.

Empacho (indigestion), mal do ojo (evil eye), susto

(shock), and caida de mollera (fallen fontanelle) are

examined and related to "the manner in which these

concepts contribute to the maintenance of the social

system of that group." The author is rigorously scien-

tific in his approach but fails to retain the humanistic

insights that lend relevance and understand ins to the

reasons for maintenance of these concepts. The effect

is that these socio-psychological constructs are irrele-

vant.
he content has a wealth of cultural factors common

to Mexican-American families and would be of interest to

social work students of individual dynamics. (G) (I)

85, Rubel, Arthur J., "Prognosticative Calender Systems," American

Anthropologist, 67:107-10, February, 1965.

Professor Rubel in the process of doing his two year

study in the Hidalgo County Project found that a provos-

ticative cal ender system known as *Las eabaffielad still

survives among the Mexican-Americans. Similar systems in

other peasant cultures of Europe and throughout the world,

whose relationship to the soil is similar to that of the

Maya Indian peasants, are described and compared.

This is an article of general informational interest

to social work students. (G)

86. Ruiz, R.E., The New Mexican-American: Another Defector From

the Gringo World," New Re ublic, 159:11, July 27, 1968.

The author, professor o !story at Smith College,

reflects the need for a minority group to rely on their

own heritage for social validation and pride of achieve-

ment and goals that are attainable without loss of self-

respect. He differentiates the attitudes and thinking of

the docile, assimilated individual with the changing

Mexican-Americans of Denver, Colorado who have a more

realistic recognition of their heritage, their own hero

examples of history, a strong yearning to develop and

strengthen their self-identity and to preserve what is

conducive to a stronger spiritual life.

This is of special interest to social work students

of individual dynamics. (G) (I)
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87. Russell, Daniel, "Problems of Mexican Children in the Southwest,"
Journal of Educational Sociolqgy, 17:216-222, December,1943.
"67-1ETWITh677317WEIB7r of the department of rural socio-

logy at Texas AO College, gives a descriptive analysis of
the social, economic, cultural and educational status of
the Mexican-American in the Rio Grande Valley in 1943. The

article reveals the educational practices and attitudes of
the education systems toward the "Mexican" families and
their children and the greater educational obstacles for
those who live in the rural areas. The author relates
his observations and findings with obvious naivete about
"Mexican" childrens' traits listed by teachers as favorable
and unfavorable for educational purposes but is candid
and perceptive about the problems that exist.

This article represents a historical preview of the
educational problems and obstacles operating against sound
educational theory in the Southwest in 1943 and would be of
interest to social work students of social problems and
policy as well as to the students of individual dynamics.
(SP) (1)

88. Sanchez, George 1., "Group Differences and Spanish-Speaking
Chldren-A Critical Review," Journal of Applied, lattillogx,

16i549-558, 1932.
The author, in this article of 37 years past, questions

the contention by several investigators that Spanish
speaking children are inferior to English speaking American
children. Their contention is based on verbal and non-

verbal 1.Q. tests listed. The author asserts that results
verify group differences rather than racial differences
and that heredity, enviornment and language must be reckoned
with for valid results. He elaborates on the significance
of the vastly inferior environmental background in terms

of socio-economic and education aspects as well as the fact
that these children are predoininanflybilingual, a factor

which may hinder expression of innate ability. A brief
evaluation of the various investigators' results is given
which brings out factors in each which impair the value
of test results.

Fundamental causes affecting the evaluation of children
and the critical review of tests makes this article of
prime importance to social work students of individual

dynamics, (I) (G)

89. Sanchez, George 1., "Bilingualism and Mental Measures," Journal
of A lied Psychology, 18:765-772, 1934.

T e aut or discusses mental tests from the point of view
of how they are being used and how they ought to be used.
His frame of reference is the welfare of the child or group

concerned. He states that quests for short cuts in determin-
ing the abilities of children has led to abuses and errors
in the use of mental tests. He asserts that analysis and
evaluation of personal differences and of environmental
problems is not emphasized enough. He reiterates the
essence of the fundamental personal, social and cultural
differences of the pupils and of the differences in milieu
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so that a test is valid only to the extent that the items

of the test are as common to each child tested as they

were to the children upon whom the norms were based. He

goes on to question what we are wont to accept as symbols

&ihtellectual capacity. He deplores the attitudes and

emotions that were revealed by other studies because of

the impairment of educational opportunities and poses
fundamental questions of validity of mental tests for the

ways and reasons that these are being used.

This article is of prime importance to social work

students of research for its incisive definition of tests

and to students of individual dynamics for its insights

into personality factors. (R) (I)

90. Scruggs, Otey. M., "Evolution of the Mexican Farm Labor Agreement

of 1942," Agricultural History, 34:140-149, July, 1969.

The author describes tne piight of the Mexican =American
migrant worker before the war years. The farmers complaints

against imagined labor shortages and the developments under

which American farmers were able to import contract labor

from Mexico is related to other conditions in the United

States at that time. In effect this is a concise story of

the problems that developed and how these were reconciled.
The Mexican government did not want a repetition of the

repatriation that took place during the depression years
and wanted guarantees against exploitation of its citizens;

the American farmers, who for 50 years had had an abundance

of labor, were now fearful of losing their crops and fear-

ful, too, of "bureaucratic controls"; organized labor was

fearful of a repetition of WWI experience in which farm

laborers abandoned the fields and migrated to industrial

centers to compete with them; and the United States govern-

ment which wanted to respect the rights of the Mexican
government and to obtain their cooperation for the war

effort. The author feels, and history has proven him

right, that wages may have been better for the Mexican-

American and other migrant workers, had the farmers not
placed crops and profits on the priority list before men.

(G) (SP)

91. Shannon, Lyle W. and Krass, Elaine M., "The Economic Absorption
of In-Migrant Laborers in a Northern Industrial Community,"

American Journal of Economics and Sociology, 23:65-84.

1Tiris a research study coRaUctefiby the Research

Committee of the Graduate School of the University of

Wisconsin. It presents a sophisticated frame of reference

in exploring the urban adjustment of Mexican-Americans in

Southwestern rural origin. Its objectives are to measure
adaptation to Northern urban life and adaptation to the

dominant culture by measuring absorption into the economy

which is one basic factor of cultural integration. Social

antecedents, educational levels, and occupational levels

are left unexplained because of the limited use of study

factors.
Social work research students would benefit from an

analysis of this frame of references as well as from its

process and conclusions. (I) (R)
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92. Shaw, Ray, "Overlooked Minority: Poverty and Prejudice Often
Blight the Lives of Mexican-Americans," Wall Street
Journal, 167:1+, May 3, 1966,
'frrauthor is a staff reporter of the Wall Street

Journal. He discusses the lack of employment, the hunger
of the children, the bleak outlook for, the future and the
factors that create this situation for the Mexican=Americans
in the five states of Arizona, California, Colorado, New
Mexico and Texas. He relates language prOblems of this
group to inadequate schooling and to lack of skills and to
lack'of steady employment" and to lack of a secure family

life. On the other hand he contends that prejudice against
Mexican-Americans is a major factor of the poverty that is
rampant in the Southwest, Franklin D. Roosevelt, Jr., Head
of the U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, is
quoted as saying that his commission is aware of 800 nation-
al companies with operations in the Southwest and West that
do not employ a single Mexican-American. He contends that
the concentration of this group in the Southwest makes the
Mexican-American little known on the East Coast. Poverty
programs in progress in this area are described.

This article is of general informational interest to all

social work students. (G) (I)

93. Swickard, Don L. and Spilka, Bernard, "Hostility Expression
Among Delinquents of Minority and Majority Groups,"
Journal of Consul ala Psychology, 25:216-220? 1961.

""---TErairalor examines the ftustration-aggression hypo-
theses, which has frequently provided a theoretical frame-
work for explaining the phenomena of crime, delinquency,
and prejudice, and tests the premise that minority groups
membership and low socio-economic status combine to effect
a greater manifestation of hostility than would simply
result from the frustration of poverty alone. Delinquents
who are members of a minority might, therefore, be
expected to reveal more evidence of hostility than delin-
quents who are majority group members, The author describes

method of study, analyzes results and summarize: his
conclusions.

The content and the approach as well as the instruments
used would be of prime importance to social work students
of research and individual dynamics. (I) (R)

94, Turner, William, "No Dice for Braceros,".amarts: 4:14-26,
September, 1965,

The author calls the end of the bracero program the
longest crap game in California's political history. It

describes the power plays of ,politics with the economically
powerful agribusiness interests of California which supplys
some 40% of the nations table food and whose earnings run
into the billions of dollars annually. Governor Edmund G.
Brown who had pledged support to the local farm workers
is caught between the pressures of the workers and the
agribusiness interests The author analyzes the power of
agribusiness in California and the shape and form of its
lobby. The banks, the politicians, and the big growers
are all associated with common interests for profits through
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maintainence of cheap labOr,and the author unravels
connections with 'each othit,:and reveals the reasons for

inaction by state governMentsources to help ameliorate
the plight of the farmworker: The salient fear of the
agribusiness was that once the bracero program was discon-
tinued the unionzation of farm labor would become a reality.
For growers who saw the probleMs of tWfarMWOrkers the

,,threat of unionism was not so devastating.. (GTASP)

95 Taeuilw.lrene B., "Migration and Transformation: Spanish
vStirname Populations and Puerto Ricans," Population Index,
32:3-34, January, 1966.

This study of change among people of Hispanic cultures
attempts to analyze factors of diversity,' persistence' anc
change in relation to questions of opportunity, mobility
and integration and how these factors are al*Jasic to the
Western Hemisphere. The changing patterns 0-r:immigration
from the Western hemispheo, the distributions and dynaifjcs
of the population of Mexi.67h parentage as well as those:76'f

other white persons of Sparsh surname in the ,Southwestern
states, including Puerto Ricans, 'are' well noted. The
author explores her hypotheseppwipinglevels of educa-
tion and income, ch i l d-woman rat -nat i va rank-
ings and employment opportunitieS'1n*00*eas inCluding

the five Southwestern states of Arizo44,4atifornia,
Colorado, New Mexico and Texas.

The studyjhas a wealth of possibilities in development
Of hypotheseSkiand for analysis of variables by-students
of research. the major source of, information was; the census

. of 1960. (SP) (R), (OP)

96. Tgle, "Pocho!sc Progress,", Time, 89:24 April 1967.
Mexican-American anger is allegedly.dected at the

"Anglo", the Negro and"himself, according to this .

writer, for various reasOns. The.contention,is,that the
seif-defeating pride and insistence on remaining aljensn
"their ancestral homeland" and the fact that the Mexican-
Americans "never put his psychologicaLsignature to the

treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo" are conttibuting factors to,;-
the lack of progress of this group in the past.

The article is written in a journalistiOStyle, meant
to provoke interest and is of current events informational
value only. (G)

97. Tireman, L.S., "The Education of Minority Groups, BAangual,,,
Children," ReView of Educational Research, 11:34,g15W9,41.

The authorexamines the fiteral7677ating to' bilin
ualism beginning from 1932 and devides his assessment

- into the psychological and social aspects of bilingualism.
The author discusses various studies dealing with language
background,. school adjustment and verbaljntelligence,
influence of experience and environment of test results,
SOCi0-econvifiiC status and the use of translations of tests
He concludes that research with bilingual children is
impeded by a lack of suitable measuring instruments and
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disagreement among,wcho!ogists on bastckfundamental

principlet. The experimental work is done with small

groups, factors difftcUltIto equate, and yet, conclusions ':'':,

are sometimes drawn that are sweeping in nature-..,,Regard- ,

--1
ing the curriculum, the author concludes that problems

confronting bilinguals are common to all pupils and will,

be soved as_better measuring and diagnostic instruments

are devise0,4teaching load is reduced, as better 'trained

teachers.areprovided, and as the parents reachan improved

economicstatus. .
. :..x::,

This,.S6rvey study of bilingualism i., s of interest to

students'of individual dynamics because of the edutational

contenteffecting on OleOndividual child.a94,to 'research

students,f6r,its suggestion analysis and cOlclusions..

-0-YisPY-::- o
.

U.S. News, "Another C ivil-Rights Headache-Plight of Mexican.,

Ainericans," U.S. ,News, 60:46-8, June-6, 1966.

The articTe7TOntends that the inefeasing restiveness of

the Mexican-Ame in Los Angel es - ihs aimed* the Negroei.

The bitterness, ttigt' has allegedly developed.Wween the

two minoritygtoup's is based,on the4,1jsadvantageOus:;posi-

tion in competirig, with Negroes for!*ployment..
national focus-is On the'p'foblem ofthe Negro. The. Mexican-

American does not.:begrud-gethe Negroes' progress"but claim

that there is discflminatorwpractice operating against

the Mexican-AmeriCa6 too: katesof Illiteracy and drop

out problems, a culture,batedYon:'Mexican valgts.and-stqn-

dards, big families. and.:Oblitical AndifferenCeare. !nfjpenc-

ing factors discussed? The 'author notes .thaf;there are:

signs that the MexitAn7Ameristan is beginning to fight'

these obstacles to pr.O4ress.-1

This is mostly an.iiiformational_artitle'of.news worthi-

ness but would be of jerieral inter.tt to,all students of

social work; because of "its developmental.- stagesofa
movement that is currently in progress. (G).

99. Ulibarri, Horacio,'"Social and Att i tud Inal.4haracteristics of

Spanish Speaking,Migrant and_Ex-migrantiWorkers in the

Southwest," S©c logy and Social:Research, 50:361 -370,

April, 1966.
This is a study of the educattonal needs of.aaOtt

migrant workers. It was conductadAointly by aaerilies in

Arizona, Colorado, New. Mexico and _'.Texas, and is concerned

with the sociopsychological- cha'rat'teristics of,ih-emigrant

and agrarian - culture orientedotkersin the fOurstate

area. A se"r ies of depth
interVieWsconducted'in the .ver-

nacular attempted to draw out'the'Individual's attitudinal

characteristicS by exploring his rife history, his level

of educational attainment :and his work history. An, equal

number of Spanish-Americans, Mexican--Amerjcariszand4,,:xican

Nationals were IntervieWed. The model for interpremg
attitUdinal patterns included preSent time or

submi§Veness, poi
a sense of being. z sobjeCt'of discriminailOn. A
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seven point scale ranging from-an abnormal extreme :to
an opposite abnormal extreme was then applled in4elation
to institutional life aaivities to obtaina quantification
of the patterns emerging from each interview and.the
data analyzed in terms of the range .and the modek The
analysis of the findings was made by applying the;orien-
tations to the institutional areas of "religion., the
family, adult education, education for children, health,
economics, government, recreation, ethnocentritm and

discrimination.
This study provides an excellent.bOkotunityjor=;_social

work students of individual dynamict ,to apply theoretical
constructs to the variety of attitudes and modes,of adapt-
ing to deprivation, hopelessness and lack_ofj*I6t1VatiOn*:so
clearly brought out in the analysis and-_Oncltjtiont
study. It i$ of prime importance to research students for

its creative and useful7Pan of study. 7(G) (1) (11),

Winne, William,W., Jr., "The Spanish Surnamriterion for
Identifying Hispanos in the .Southwestern United States:
A PreliminaryEvaluation," So=cial----Fartes, 37-381363=366,
.May,1960.

Theidthor discusses the api;roaches ancl_t_1*-,Problems
enco40ered:jnAetti* the Hispanic populatloiOn'the
American SoLOwest prOperly identifiedHe concludes that
no single criterion,can be selected as best for Tdentify7,
Ina the Hispanosin populationtatistics and the-Ware
advantages and-disadvantagetjOalternatives
describes. The surname;apprOaCh, he-claims, underestim4es-.
the population of Sparilsh:anCe$try by about 10% -in.the-
state of New Mexico. The mother.;tongue:approach,js also
no longer valid.becausei-the j)$-A-Ot

necessarily Spahjsh-speaking anymdre. (G) (R)

101. Witherspoon, Paul, "A Comparison of the Problems of Certain
Anglo -and Latin-American Junior High SchOol Students,"
Journal of,Educat4onal Research, 53:2957299, 1960.

ThisiTacatiOrattve study of school 'and home related
problems of -309 Anglo and Latin American junior high-schOol
students in San Antonio, Texas. Its purpose is to determine
the nature and the acuteness of the problems so that the
appropriate school personnel will be enabled to help its
students-adjust better to the school environment. The
measuring device was the Mooney Problem Check'List, Junior
High School.Form, 1950 Revision, which consists of 21.0
problems dividied into seven ereas with thirty items in
each area. The author describes the testing procedures
and analyzes and discusses his findings.

. The article is of interest to social work students of
social research who may want to utilize these instruments
or a deviation of these in field work settings. (R)
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Monographs, Proceedings
and Other Reports

102, 'Gomez, Sever°, "The Meaning and implThatiOns.of Bilingualism

for Texas Schools," in Estes,j)wafn -M.. and Darling, David

W., Imam:Lull Educational quorkApities, of theMexican
American: Procee4incis of the First Texas, Conference or

the Mexican-American, April 13-5, 196'7, San Antonio,

Texas; Austin:SouthWest Educational Development Laboratory,

1968. pp 42-63.
The author suggests that with the teaching of languages

and social sciences the student can also learn about the
contributions that the different cultures have made to
mankind and relates about the Hispanic_ and Indian contri-

butions to the American culture..., This would contqpute a
sense of pride and disperthe:feejings of inferiority.
He calls for a revision or a re004tinia of the historyzas
given in the school textbooks, thei,:contributions madeby
the Hispanic culture can also be Included4 This is-a,

conflict thatymiiig-children cannot'easiqcope with and
explains whymlany. school teachers cannot understand- why.

the MeXican-American is ashamed of his heritage.: urges

teachers to strive beyond toleration of the MexicariAMerican
children and to develop a committment to their profestion41.

field of teaching. He describes various successfut.biling-
ual programs and analyzes salient educationalroblems
of the-Mexican-American children and lists some ofthe
desireable attributes of teachers for success in teaching

thejbilingual child. (G) (I) (SP) (OP) (R)

103. Goree, Audrey C. '!The DistributioVtif Food Money by Two
Thousand Texa,i'FamIlies." Master's Dissertation, Univer-
sity of Texa.S4-193.51,:.50p. 't

The purposeiof-this study was to.ascertain what ingw
ence was exerted on the-,client's chojce ofjoods. Ethni-

city and geographical area4zat ruralfor urban, ware factort

for differentialcompariton., stliely_axOlored the
distribution of'money spent for,food when people were
permitted freedom_of choice in-food selection. This study

is based on one month's actual grocery orders of 2006

families, compriting 11,759 persons in 33 counties in

Texas during the:Aepression. Anglo, Mexican-aerican and
Ne0o families a're'Compared:', (R)

104. Guerra,,,,,Irene, "The Social Aspriations of a Selected Group of
Sp#nish-Named People in Laredo, Texas." Master's' Disser-

tation, University of Texas.; 1959. 127p.
This is an exploratory studyttqdetermine the occupa-

tional differences in the:occupatiohal and educational
aspirationtOf the lower and of the upper socio-economic
groups in a selected sample of Spanish-named people: in

La-redo, Texas. It analyzes the differences bet.*enthe
occupational ,educational aspjrations of fathers for their

sons and the son's aspfratias for themselves. Social

backgrouqp-data of the persons inAthe sample, besides reveal-
ing-social expectatAons,.s,also helpful :for-the study of

social class_and -sOcial--va4ues'aMoi4differentsocio-
economic levers. (1) (R)
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105. Gutierrez,. Eme,terio, Jr., "A Study of School Attendance of
Migrant ,Students,in Gpila,_Texas." Master's Dissertation,
Universtt9-of Texas, T959, . 102p.

This'is a descriptive survey of the problems that Mexican-
American children experience as a result of having to enroll
late in the beginning of the school year or else to withdraw
frcm school before the end of the school year. A histori-
cal account of the "Spanish=Mexican People of Texas" is
given, followed' ,by a description of the problems of the
migrant familIe'siand their children. Limited attendance
time, employmentproblems of the parents and other factors
are interpreted as having a common base, the low economic
standing of the breadwinners. (I) (R) (SP)

106. Lamana, Richard A. and Samora, Julian, "Recent Trends in Educa-
tional Status of Mexican-AmericAn in Texas,," in Estes,
Dwain M. and DarlingwDavid W., improving. Educational
Opprotunities of the-Mexican-Americaryi- Proceedjnqs of the
FliTst Texas. Conference for theJlexican?American, Api-1) 13-
'5, 1967, San Antonio, Texas:;: : Austin: Southwest Educa-
tional Development Laboratory .1968`

This presentation is concernedwjAh the eduCational
status of the Mexican-American.popUTation of Texas. The
authors utilize the 1950 and 1960 censuses to compare the
Mexican-American with other groups in Texas, to Mexican-
Americans in other states and to Texas Mexican-Americans
at an eary.er date. Eighteen categories of the Mexican-
American qpulation are analyzed to determine the relatNe
influence of such variables as nativity, sex, residence or
parentage in the educational mobility scale,.0 Differential
change is examined,als0., from:an ecological to
determine the probable influence of location and charac-
teristics of the geographical area and analyzes future
trends in absolute and relative educational status. The
authors pose some thought-provoking questions that have
to be answered before effective remedial,action can be
taken and call on researchers to become interested in the
problems of this large and most neglected of American
minority groups. (G) (SP) (R)

107. Manuel, Herschel T., "The Spanish.-Speaking-Child in Texas
Schools,"in Estes, D.M. and Darling, D.W., Improvin_A
EdUCatiohal 0 rotunities of the Mexican: Proceediri4i of
the-Tirst Texas Con erenceTor the Mexican-American
ApriT-7715, 1967, San Antonio, Texa777577in: Southwest
Educational Development Laboratory, 1968. pp. 72-86.

The author ,of this keenly perceptive article is Profes-
sor Emeritus,Of Educatio-nal Psychology a!t,The University
of,Texasie describes and analyzes the problems of the
Spahistl-speaking child in our public schools., He-discusses
these problems from the community point of view and from the
point,of view of the individual_child. He strongly supports
a bilingual prograwand emphasizes the need:for research in
the eaucational field ancUcalls for imaginative, creative
ways of.approaching children s differences in culture and
historical background. Lastly, he places the responsibility.
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of solving problems of welfare and survival, not on the
schools alone, but on every religious group, every parent-
teacher.prganization, every chaiber of commerce, every
legislative body, every administrative office, every civic
organization and in short, on all persons of good will so
that the hopes of children should not be blighted through
political or other differences. (G) (I) (SP) (R)

108.:,Meador, Bruce Staffel, "Minority Groups and Their Education
in Hays County, Texas:" Ph.D. Dissertation, 1959. 355p,

The,author's purposes of this study are first, to
descr-ibe factors involved in minority status that would
help .to determine the potential consequences of this
status on personality development; secondly, the aim is
to describe the relationships in Hays County between
minority and majority groups and the effect that these
relationships have irt certain areas of school life, He
applies A.H. Maslow's theory of motivation and other theories tc
the schools in Hays County which turn out to be highly
racially discriminatory towards ,the minority students
there and this helps to hiOlight the effects and the need
for change. (I) (SP) (OP) (R)

.109. McClendon,,hil.iette Jane,,"Spanish,7Speaking Children of Big
Spring. :' An EducatIonal Challange." Ph.D. Dissertation,
Universitof TeX'elS, 1964. 166p.

This research study was conducted entirely through
personal contact. It analyzes the psociological, psycho-
logical and linguistic effeces of the interplay of two
cultures in the lives of primary-age school children
enrolled in the public schools in Big Spring, Texas. The
study cites evidence of the existence of an educational
challenge in the school system and presumably in any school
system which has two cultural groups within its population,
one of which may be non-English speakt9g. The study
analyzes the many factors of ti* problem with a view
towards assisting in their problems. (G) (I) (R) (SP)

110, Paredet, Americo, "El Corrido de Gregario Cortez, A Ballad of
Border Conflict.'" Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Texas,
1956, 454p,

The ballad entitled "El Corrido de Gregario Cortez" is
examined:from-a historical,as well as fromft literary,
point of Nitewe The author's intent was. to :contribute to
the comparative study of the folk ballad. In the process
of so doing; he provides an excellent historical sketch of
the soCial, cultural milieu of ,the times which captures
in eloquent forms the spirit of` the relationships existing
between the Anglo culture and 'the Mexican-American culture
and which reflects on factors of acculturation. The
Mexican ballad is then portrayed against,the background
of these relationships and provides insight. into the prob-
lems of today as well as, aA..ealization,:of the processes of
change. The actual historical recordCof the hero, the
accounts of facts, the,peoples' feelingsand'reactions, the
nawspapers',:aCCounts and:the-:,deVetopment sof the legend are
6.1 fatt;'fascinating-readtng', historiCally insfructiveand
purposeful to those who 1 ivied at thc, time. (G) (1)
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Putnam, Howard S., "The Relation of College Programs of Community
-,Services to the Needs of the Spanish-Speaking People."

Ph.D. Dissertation, 1956. 317p.
This study concentrates mostly on the role of education

in the acculturation process. It examines the college
programs in relation to how these meet the needs of the
people in the communities where the colleges are located.
The author describes historical events and conditions
leading up to the present. He defines the needs of the

Spanish-speaking people in the sixteen counties located on
the Southwest tip of the state of Texas. He then analyzes
the programs of the colleges in that area and interprets
the relationship between the two. The linguistic problems
of children, the economic and educational levels, employ-
ment, social problems and political effectiveness are all
related to what the college programs can do to contribute
to problem solving. (G) (I) (R) (SP)

ill. Renner, Richard Roy, "Some Characteristi,cs of Spanish-Name
Texas and Foreign Latin-Smericans in Texasiligher Education."
Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Texas, 1957. 427p.

The author's intent in this study is to determine the

extent to which members of the Texas-Mexican minority are
participating in higher education. Emphasis is placed upon
the characteristics of Mexcian-American students at the

Unversity of Texas as well as upon the trends associated.

with this group of students. The second major aspect of
the study is the foreign Latin American college and

University student. The author then attempts to find the

factors that differentiate these two groups and to define
the educational implications suggested by this study.
(G) (SP) (OP)

)13. Rivera, Carlos, "The Meaning and Implication of Bilingualism
for Texas Schools, " in Estes,,Dwain M. and Darling, David.

W., Improving. Educational Opportunities of the Mexican-
AmericanL Proceedings of t e F rst Texas--ToTferr the
gaican-AMerican, ApriT-11715, 191)7735W NITE5FT67-Texar;
=V: aoutgia% Educational Development Laboratory,
1968. pp.67-69.

The author is coordinator of courses in Spanish in the
elementary grades in the El Paso Public Schools. He des-
cribes a bill in the legislature of the State. of Texas
which was introduced to legalize the teaching of "a foreign
language" in the elementary grades. The author speculates
on the implications that this measure will have on Texas
schools. To the Mexican-American child this will mean
acceptance of his own native language. This factor will
enhance the self-concept and status of these chi,.1,-,en in

the eyes of their Anglo peers and has one area in-Which
he will excel] over the others as an added factor enhanc-
,ing self-esteem. Added to ,this, the teachers' attitudes
towar,dijhe !anguage,and toward the speakers of the language
will, hopefully, brthg about a more wholesmesocialization
process in the classroam,that of benefit to all
concerned. (G) (I) (SP)
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114. U.S., Congress, House, Migrant Farm Labor: A Serious National

Problem, ,7th Congress, ist Session, Mardi -771961.
-----7frg is an enlightening debate Nhich.Congcessman Jeffery
Cohelan of California saw presented on March 9, 1961 by
CBS Television entitled "The Migrant Farm Worker-Is Federal
Legislation Necessary?," and which he suggested be inserted

in the Congressional Record, The debate came about as a
consequence of a previous CBS program, the November CBS

Reports' "one hour examination of the conditions of the

men and women who move from State to State harvesting our
bounty of fruits and vegetables" entitled, "Harvest of

Shame." The debate is between Senator Harrison Williams,
of New Jersey, who was chairman of the Senate Subcommittee
on Migratory Labor', and Mr. Charles Shuman, President of

the American Farm Bureau Federation, who is strongly against
Federal legislation. The element of human need is sharply

and forcefully brought to the point against the contentions
of those who would continue profiting at the expense of
human waste and suffering. (I) (SP)

115. U.S., Congress, Senate, Committee on Labor and Public Welfare,
The Migratory Farm Labor Problem in the United States,
T5Z-9 Report, 91st Congress, 1st Session, Report73;71-83,
February 19, 1969. 152p.

This final" report on migratory labor legislation dis-
cusses in detail the needs of this impoverished segment of
the population throughout the United States and advocates
their inclusion in the National Labor Relations Act to
increase their opportunities for improving their lives
through legally protected self organization. The charac-
teristics of migratory work and of migrants is summarized.
An analysis of the psychological impact of poverty on the
migrant and the unique emotional problems caused by mobility
i3 discussed by Dr. Robert Coles, a psychiatrist at Harvard
University, page 13-18. Other content in this report
strongly emphasises the need for health care with special
emphasis on the nutritional and diet needs of migrants.
Pages 40-46 contain a description of Title RII I-.. programs

for migrant and seasonal farmworkers and administered by
the Office of Economic Opprotunity. Other material of
relevancy to the understanding of the migratory farm Labor
problem is included. (G) (SP) (OP) (1) (A)

116. U.S., Congress, Senate, Committee on Labor and Public Welfare,
Hearin s Before the Subcommittee on Mi ratory Labor,

Leg i s acion, Par77,7150707Fgss, n Session, Appendix 2.
190p.

This second appendix contains articles and publications,
agreements between contracting bodies of employers and farm
workers, letters, selected charts and tables and statistical
information all relating to labor legislation factors. (SP)
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lu. U.S., Congress, Senate, ComMittee on Labor and Public Welfare,
Hearin s Before the Subcommittee on tagratery Labor,

Legss ation, ParrV,Fliss, 1st Session, Appendix 1.
57p.

This first appendix contains statistical figures and
tables on U.S. foreign trade in fruits, nuts and vegetables;
it contains tables covering the total seasonal hired employ-
ment of domestic and foreign workers in agriculture. On

page 812 a 'Hilmary of the subcommittees activities and
accomplishments is given. Articles and publications
and other relevant data to the migratory labor is listed

in the table of contents. (SP)

118, U.S., Congress, Senate, Committee on Labor and Public Welfare,
Hearings Before the Subcemmittee on Laratory Labor,,
Legislation, Fart 3,77EZEFJFEss, 1stsession, September
8, 1967, Rochester, New York. 62.

This brief report on migratory labor concerns itself
with the conditions of farmworkers and labor camps in the

state of New York. Testimony by medical and legal officers
and others sheds light into the effects of appalling and

disgraceful conditions upon thephysical and mental health
of the farmworkers. Crowded living conditions, alcoholism,
violence and its disrupting effects on the family and

earning capacities of individuals are told. Other leaders,
indifference of farmers and whole communities are revealed
in the testimony. The two U.S. Senators. from New York
pressure the state health offices for action with the aid
of the New York Times and a courageous radio station whose
techniques are recorded on pages 754-756. It is an example
of reform in action. (G) (I) (SP) (op)

119, U.S.,Congress, Senate, Committee on Labor and Public Welfare,
Hearings Before the Subcommittee on Migratory Labor
Legislation, Part 2, 90th Congress, 1st Session, June 29,
1967, Rio Grande City, Texas. June 30, 1967, Edinburg,
Texas. 365p.

This part of the hearings on migratory labor contain
the testimony of labor leaders and participants of the

-,%1 strike and the experience; they had with the Texas Rangers.
It is an incredible story of intimidation and irresponsi-
bility by a handful of special state law officers whose
alleged behavior parallels descriptions of police states.
One page 540 Archbishop Lucey's statement of his views on
labor is given. on pace 679 the confrontation at New
Braunfels of the Valley workers with Governer Connally
is described. A graduate student, Ken Allen, in the School
of Social Work at the University of Texas who was doing
his thesis on the Valley farm strike had taken his tape
recorder out onto the highway eed.recorded almost the
total exchange that transpired between the marchers and the
elected officials. The Texas Observer, an Austin publica-
tion, gave excellent coverage of the events from June to
September, 1966, This reading is of prime importance to
all students of social work because of the clear lesson
that one can learn from this, not only about social
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problems and social policy, but by comparing the values

and approaches of the subcommittee members and partici-

pants as contrasted with the unprincipled, irresponsible

examples of behavior set by the law enforcement officers

in their attempts to control the situation. Beyond this,

it gives the reader an opprotunity to see the ardous

process that a minority group experiences in order to

obtain a voice in the regulation of his livelihood which

is almost taken for granted for all other employees as

union members under the National Labor Relations Act. (G)

(Grp) (SP) (OP) (R) (1)

120. U.S., Congress, Senate, Committee on Labor and Public Welfare,

Hearings Before the Subcommittee on Mi rator Labor

L ;station. Part i, 90th Congress, 1st Session, May 17,

Ju y 11 13, and August 2, 1967. 335p.

These hearings before the subcommittee were held for

the purpose of determining the need for national legis-

lation on variol. issues which were disrupting the agricul-

tural scene and involves the economic welfare of a sizeable

portion of the population. Senate Bill 8 is a bill to

amend the National Labor Relations Act and facilitate

collective bargaining to farm workers; S.195 provides

for establishment of a National Advisory Council; S197

extends the child labor provisions of the Fair Labor

Standards Act of 1938 to children employed in agriculture

and S.198 authorizes the Secretary of Labor to develop

and maintain improved voluntary methods of recruiting,

training, transporting and distributing agricultural

workers to assure farmers of a supply of qualified man-

power. The subcommittee hear,ings provide a sequelae to

the termination of the bracero program in December, 1964

and which for over thirteen years had been manipulated by

well organized farmers with excellent connections in

Washington. (See Hawley's report) These hearings reveal

how the farmers coped with this problem and how they were

responding to unionization efforts of the farmworkers.

The opposition to this type of legislation in the past

is summarized by Secretary of Labor, Willard Wirtz (p.32)

which states in part: "The opposition to them always comes

down to the argument that we can't afford as consumers to

pay whatever might be the bill for according men and

women and children who work on farms the same protection,

the same decencies, other people who work enjoy. It

doesn't make sense, and it would never have happened this

way if the habit hadn't developed during a time of special

influence of agricultural procedures4
Testimony by various witnesses also reveals the develop-

ments of conflicts and violations of civil rights, A

statement is iven by George Meany, President, AFL-CiO,

page 55, and others who follow, On page 155 a statement

is given by the Chairman, Senator Harrison A. Williams, Jr.

in which he ably reflects the role played by the Texas

Department of Public Safety represented by the Texas

Rangers.



The table of contents has a chronologically arranged

list of witnesses, a list of prepared statements incor-

porated in. the Congressional record and a list of addi

tional information relevant to the hearings. (G) (SP)

(OP) (R) (I)

121. U.S.,Congress, House, The Hope and the Promiseoverti and

Progress in the Southwest,CongressionaCongressional Pro-

ceedangs andmagbinT77711e 89th Congress, 2nd Session,

May 12, 1966.
In a speech in the U.S. House of Representatives on

May 12, 1966, Congressman Gonzalez descrioes the nature

and the extend of poVerty and discrimina on in the South-

western states of our country. He relates the visible part

of discrimination in terms of comparative unemployment and

underdevelopment statistics, but states that the statistics

on education are as disturbing as the unemployment rates

for the minority groups. Inconsistent patterns of civil

rights in the Texas public schools in mid-1963 were
reported by the Civil Rights Commission but this agency

has yet to make a comprehehsive study or publish a report

documenting discrimination, in Texas or the Southwest with

the person of Mexican descent. He relates these basic

factors of employment and education to problems-of housing,

family welfare, malnutrition and medical care of the

indigent poor. (SP) (I)

122. U.S., Congress, House, The New Racism, Congressional Record,
Proceedings and deUges of the 91st Congress, 1st Session,

April 3, 15, 16, 22, 28, 29, May 1, 1969.
The author of these series of speeches is Congressman

Henry B. Gonzalez of SM Antonio, Texas. He brings to the

attention of the U.S. House of Representatives his views

of reverse race hatz.ied incipiently developing in:his dis-

trict and other areas of the Southwestern region of the

United States. He expresses his concern over the fact that

those Mexican-Americans advocating hatred of the "gringo"

have not utilized energies and opportunities to address the

real issues of setting goals and defining the process of

how to defeat poverty, hopelessness and despair of the

poverty population. He elaborates on how Ford Foundation

money has aggravated rather than alleviated problems of

the barrios. He deplores the fact that the militant takes

it upon himself to be the spokesman for all Mexican-

Americans and reiterates that foundation money in irrespon-

sible hands is the cause of many problems in his district.

(SP) (R)
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123. U.S., Congress, Senate, Hearings Before the Select Committee
on Nutrition and Human Needs, Problems and Prospects,
Part I, 90th Congress, 2nd Session, December'17, 18, 19,
1968, Wahsington, D.C. 206p.

in his opening statement on the issue ofhunger and .

malnutrition in America, Senator George McGovern of South
Dakota, Chairman, stated that three million children die
each year from diseases induced by malnutrition, countless
human beings go through life permanently crippled phisically,
mentally and emotionally because of inadequate protein,
vitamins and minerals in their formative years and that in
the past two years there has been ampleif,,,,not scienti-
fic, documentation of hunger in America. Statements by
Dr. Jean Mayer, Porfessor of Nutrition, Harvard University,
Dr. Michael C. Latham, Professor of International Nutri-
tion, Cornell University and Dr. Herbert G. Birch, Albert
Einstein College of Medicine, Yeshiva University and others,
highlight a most significant number of factors about nutri-
tion and delivery of food and health seryices to millions
as well as unawareness by many doctorssome key nutri-
tional factors in our country becausept5ffaulty emphasis
in this essential factor to health.'tOn page 47, Dr. Latham
advocates that in order to solve the health problems of
the nation we need to train paramedical personnel and
authorize them to carry certain procedures which are now
the prerogatives of doctors and dentists, a suggestion'that
he expects the AMA and the ADA to oppose since these two
groups are among the Nation's most powerful trade unions.
Dr. Birch in discussing elaborate medical data concludes,
p.91, that available health information leaves little or
no doubt that children who are economically and socially
disadvantaged and in an ethnic group exposed to discrimi-
nation, are exposed to massively excessive risks for mal-
developments In like manner, Dr. Myer relates the nutri-
tional factors to degenerative diseases in the total popu-
lation. This whole report is a must for all students of
social work but most especially for research, individual,
organizing and planning and social problems students.
Suggestions for practical surveys can be gleaned from
surveys done in other states such as the survey suggesed
on page 187 which was done in North Carolina and modified
to include the elderly, the needy or j&st school age child-
ren. (G) (I) (OP) (SP) (R)

124. U.S., Congress, Senate, Hearings Before the Select Committee on
Nutrition and Human Needs, U.S.D.A., H.E.W., and 0.E.0.
Officials, Part 2, 91st Congress, 1st Session, January 8,
9, and 10, 1969, Wahsington, D.C. 467p.

The representat/vets of the above listed offices present 44.,

testimony for the purpose of gathering information, to
encourage efforts in other areas of study to determie the
extent and the effects of malnutrition, to investigate
the failures and inadequacies of existing programs and
efforts at food distribution and to mobilize forces. on a
national level for the solution of the problem of mAlnu-
trition. The table of contents has a chronologically
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ordered list of witnesses among whom are theSecretary of
Agriculture, Orville L. Freeman; Secretary of Health,
Education and Welfare, Wilbur J, Cohen and others. The
tOtimoney of these men is indispensable reading for social
work students. It brings out important issues involving
state and federal-authority for distribution and use of
funds and commodities and other obstacles inherent in
both levels of government as well as an,,excellent exchange
of ideas on Congressional procedures and practices as
discussed by Secretary Cohen and others. Mollie Orshansky's
"The Shape of Poverty in 1966," is on page 637. Comprehen-
sive and intensive data is contained throughout this report
that is of prime importance to students of social policy.
(G) (SP) (I) (OP) '(R)

125, 1L,S Congress, Senate, Hearings.:Before the Sele;cXtw Committee
on Nutrition and Human Need.i7, The National Nutrition
Survey., Part 3, January 22, 23, 277g717, 1969.
Washington, D.C. 487p.

This final report on nutrition and human needs has a
complete description of the surveykplan of the Texas $,

nutrition survey team in the fiele(p. 678-689) and ins

followed by a summary of the national nutritional survey
with expert and cWienging dialogue between the committee
members and the wfthesses in the field such as Dr. Arnold
E. Schaeffer and others. Preliminatly findings or samplings,
charts, tables and pictures of babies illustrate the extent
and the seriousness of the problems of malnutrition. On
page 1085, Dr,*Charles Upton Lowe emphasizes the relation-
ship between malnutrition of the mother and premature birth
and later effects on the babies of this condition. On.
page 1104, Dr. David Baird Cousin, who discovered4that
lack of Vitamin B could prodUceachange in the ne4,17,o-
chemistry of the brain causing neuroOysiological alter-
nations of function, relates the effeCts of malnutrition
on central nervous system function. He also points out
int&e5ting results of other studies in .underdeveloped
countries in which he found direct correlation of high
infant mortality with high birth rates, a fact having
implications for family centered birth control. Another
interesting development form,this study which places the
spotlight on nutrition and hilaan needs on a national
scale for the first time, is-that industry is expected to
react poSitively by placing more emphasis on the composi-
tion o.rnutritional products for the welfare of the con-
sumer. (G) (I) (R) (SP)
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126. Wilson, Joe H., "Secondary School DrOp-outs With,-Special

Reference to Spanish Speaking Youths in Texas." Ph.D.
Dissertation, University of Texas, 1953. 244p,

This study identifies factors that account for school-

leaving by Spanish speaking youth and makes excellent
recommendations for curriculum changes, teacher training,
administration of unlawful segregation and enhancement of
professional improvements of the teaching personell. Two

further studies are recommended, one,
'ts,

Ahe study of they
school's holding power and how teactien- and counselors

could cooperate on this and:the other is a recognition of

the psychologically damaging-failures and placement of

children in embarrasing age-grade placements that isolate

them from their peer group. This is recommended reading

for allstudents of social work, (G) (R) (1)
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1) Title:
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Audio-Visual Aids

A NEW FOCUS ON OPPORTUNITY
-)6mm/ 26171777733117

2) From:
Inter-Agency Committee on

,:Mexican-American Affairs
'1800 G. Street N.W.
Washington, 'DC., 20506

A color documentary produced through the cooperation

of the Office of Economic .Opprotulity and the Inter-

Agency Committee on Mexican - American Affairs,

This film shows the approaches of Visti- workers

to families needing help. The strangeness, the resis-

tance, the slow development of trust and eventual

cooperation and success are brought out in a most

realistic fashion.

Recommended for students of individual dynamics.

1) Title:

2) From:

AND NOW MIGUEL
67717777717

Uniti8World Films
1445 O'ark Avenue
New York, New York 10029

Child growth - family, 1960

Unclassified.

T t t 1.e :

From

APPALACHIA BY THE SEA
b& wrSall&-580.00

KNXT-TV
Los4Angeles, California
Attn: Mr. George Fisher

The camera records penetrating tour of4inice,

California a poverty pOcket on the outskirtsfiof Los

Angeles. Mexican-Americans and Negroes speak up on

their surroundings and personal lives.

Unclassified.
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130.

BIRTH OF A UNION
1-371177071777778. w/
sale $125.1 rental $5,40

2) Producer: KQED, San Franciscofor National
Educational Television

3) Available: Immediately

4) From: NET FOm Service
Indiana University
Audio-Visual Center
Bloomington, Indiana 47461

The story oft. how the National Farm Workers Association,

a new labor unions came into existence; this film documents

the unique problems of picketing nearly 4000 acres of

vineyears and the mundane problems of keeping the small

band of union workers fed and clothed, repairing the auto-

mobiles and other equipment needed and recruiting more

members. Interviews are pi.eSented with people behind the

union movement as well as the representatives of the

growers, the local police and several of the local clergy.

The use of small roving bands of pickets which utiii2e

bull-horns to speak to the workers in the vineyards is

shown along with the growers use of amplified tape recorded

messages to counteract the union's message. Several

demonstration marches by union members are also shown.

1) Title: CANC1ON DE LA RAZA
Wmin:763773FiMs

2) From: KLRN-TV
for details -
Austin - 471-1631
San Antonio - 222-8041

For the first time in the history of television in the

United States, Mexican-Americans are the theme of their

own bi-lingual series on TV made possible by a grant from

the Ford Foundation.
CarTion DE LA RAZA ("Song of the People") concentrates

on the concerns, anxieties, joys and sorrows of a lotti-

income family in the "barrio" (the-neighborhood) of

East Los Angeles.
In a typical mixture of Spanish and English, the serial

program format shows the day-to-day problems which Mexican-

Americans encoutner in their search for a better life----

struggles for a better education and improved employment

opportunities. In general, it shows their efforts to

escape the isolation imposed by the barriers of language,

cultural conflicts, and prejudice.
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CANCION, while not an attempt to be the story of a

whole people nor an attempt to encompass all of the

problems which beset the people, has been conceived to
establish a channel of communications between Mexica-
Americans and the overall community of which they v

a part.

This is recommended for students of individual Dynamics.

131. 1) yitle: E -=-"":10N AND THE MEXICAN-AMERICAN
5 mal sown m

sale $340./ Rent $18.00 one day

2) From: UniversitTof California Extension
Media Center
2223 Fulton'Street
Berkeley, California 9k720

EDUCATION AND THE MEXICAN-AMERICAN examines the struggle

of an often forgotten minority of effect changes in the

Los Angeles school system-to provide meaningful educational

experiences for its children by gaining more control over
who teaches and what is taught in its neighborhood schools.

During. one week in March, 1968, thousands of students
in several schools in the barrio of East Los Angeles
staged "blow-outs" or walk-outs to protest against what

they felt vs inferior education. The protest, a culmi-

nation of years of frustration, resulted in a list of
thirty-six demands being presented to the school board.

They included:
(a) That bilinguat bicultural education be an integral

part of the curriculum in schools having a majority of

Mexican-Amer tpari'students.
(b) That there be a reduction of the ratio of pupils

to counselors and an increase in efforts to train counse-

lors of Maxican-American descent.
(c) That textbooks and curriculum be developed to show

Mexican and Mexican-American contributions to the United

States society and to show the injusticesithe Mexican

has suffered as a culture within that society.

(d) That teachers ofilexican-American .students have an

adequate knowledge of Spanish.

132. 1) Title: HARVEST OF SHAME
54min/ b & wf rental at
State University Libraries

2) From: McGraw-Hill Text-Film Division
330 West 52nd Street
New York, New York 10036

This film reveals the deplorable pliglot of millions

of migratory workers who harvest America's crops. On-

the-scene reports in Florida, Georgia, Virginia, New

Jersey, New York, Michigan, and California "show the

degradation and exploitation of these men, women and
children who are moved from star c; to state in trucks,
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53.

live in crowded, unsanitary huts, and work long hours

for little pay. Former Secretary of Labor, James P.

Mitchell, and Charles B. Shuman, President of the American

Farm Bureau Federation, and spokesmen for the farmers

and the workers present their views both for and against

the use of migratory workers under the conditions seen.

This is a CBS Reports Production. Narrated by Edward R.

Murrow.

Highly recommended for all students of social work.

1) Title:

2) Erbm:

HUNGER IN AMERICA
60 mind' b

Carousel Films, inc.
David Dash
1501 Broadway
New York, New York 10036

This CBS News Documentary deals largely with the,Mat-

nourishmentof Mexican-Americans in San Antonio, TekaS.

Mothers are interviewed at home about the availability

of food. Their children of school age describe how they

attend school without lunch and without money arrive home

*after school and, in many instances, go to bed with only

Water in thpir stomachs.

This is highly recommended for all students of social

work. (G)

134. 1) Title: PANCHO (4n Spanish or English)
24"min.4in color

) Froth: Public Affairs*.E.O.
1200 19th Streei.N.W.
Washington, D.C. 25060

A filit4on the experiences of The National Head Start

Child oflile Year, Pancho Mansera, of San Luis Obispo

County, California. Head Start medical examinations found

Pancho was suffering rom acute hypothyroidism. The film

depicts Pancho, durinq the course of extensive medical
treatment, changing frairt a listless, apathetic child into

a happy, energetic youngester.

Unclassified.




